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FOREWORD

Among the new directions in undergraduate education which CUEBS has
watched with particular interest are those ih which biology is but part of a
much larger intellectual endeavor. Notable among these is that which falls
under the general rubric of environmental education. Biology, and largely
ecology, contribute significantly to this enterprise but are neither more nor
less significant than the input which comes from atmospheric and
oceanographic science, geology and geography, physics and chemistry, eco-
nomics and sociology, and increasingly from computer science. Unlike the
intra-house marriages of cytology and genetics which formed cytogenetics
and of biology and chemistry which formed biochemistry, the science of the
environment is broadly interdisciplinary.

The manner in which the several disciplines are integrated to achieve given
objectives is itself a topic of considerable fascination since the modus
operrindi of each is sometimes sharply different. The key appears to be in
focus of such endeavors, for here it is not what one can learn about biology
(or any other specific discipline) but rather what that discipline can bring to
bear on a particular issue or problem. That is, environmental study is a
problem-focused arena; it is such in investigation and, in consequence, it is so
in its educational component.

Problem-focused education is a significant new direction in undergraduate,
as well as graduate, education. CUEBS is pleased to bring to your attention
some of the ideas and patterns which have taken shape in a variety of institu-
tions in conversing rhetoric to reality, in implementing well-stated goals, in
pioneering new directions.

EDWARD J. KORMONDY
Director, CUEBS

January 1972
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INTRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS

Background
Much that has been written in recent months about higher education has

been justifiably critical of the existing patterns and modes of the educational
experience; particular emphasis hss been directed to the lack of both inter-
and interinstitutional diversity. Most of the critics are calling for new direc-
tions and approaches. Similar but more piercing calls are coming from the
students themselves. Among the responses to these demands are inter-
disciplinary programs dealing with environmental problems. While some of
these programs have been operating for a number of years, most of the more
comprehensive developments are of quite recent vintage, largely occurring
during the past 2 to 3 years. The literature available on these programs deals
to a large extent with the rhetoric of intents and goals. Precious little has
been written of the nuts and bolts of genesis and operation or the nitty-gritty
of successes and failures, of problems and their resolution. This type of
assessment has been precluded because of the recent start of many programs.
Now, however, the needed time perspective is at hand for a first round of
self-appraisal. This compilation of program statements has been prepared to
till partially the information gap about these programs.

Another prompting to initiate such an assessment has come from
numerous conversations over the past few years with colleagues in institutions
that have a history of working with interdisciplinary programs. Emerging
from these discussions was the felt need for greater understanding of the
problems and opportunities that exist in environmental studies, and particu-
larly as they relate to priorities for action within the next few years. Beyond
the efforts of several institutions, it is evident to even the casual observer that
there is a lack of any significant interinstitutional effort to respond to en-
vironmental issues. But, why this should be expected when it occurs so very
infrequently in connection with other academic matters and programs is itself
an academic matter.

In order to provide some information on these areas of interest and per-
haps illuminate items that warrant additional examination 20 institutions
were selected that appeared to highlight the range of issues

examination,
characterize

different institutional responses to interdisciplinary environmental studies.
During September and October 1971, statements were prepared by program
personnel from the following 16 institutions: College of the Atlantic,
Dartmouth College, Evergreen State College, Hampshire College, Huxley
College (Western Washington State College), Indiana University, Pennsylvania
State University, Prescott College, State University of New York at Buffalo,
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University of British Columbia, Univetdity of California at Santa Cruz, Uni-
versity of Michigan, University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and Williams College. The statements are based on the
format .which appears below. The format evolved front an effort to determine
those aspects of institutional plans and achievements that were not ade-
quately discussed in the generally available literature. Two institutions
(College of the Atlantic and the Evergreen State College) found some of the
format inappropriate because their programs are still in the early stages of
conception or development.

A. What were the original goals of the program?
Under this heading we hope you might address such aspects as the
institutional antecedents for the center, the source of the original initia-
tives for the program, whether they were individual or community
inspired, and what was the approximate lag -time between deciding to
proceed with the program and in fact implementing the program.

B. To what extent has the program evolved and in what way has it been
modified?
Here it would be particularly helpful to have some response as to why
the program was modified. For instance, was it a question of experience
gained in conducting the program; a poor response from a constituency
group in support of parts of the program; lack of anticipated funding or
what? -

C. How does the prograni or center relate to the other college and
university activities?
Clearly, this must deal with various categories within the institutional
context. For instance, is the activity essentially a coordinating or
clearinghouse operation; or does it facilitate the development of pm-
grams within other departments; or does it in fact promote basic change
within the institution itself? What are its activities under the headings
of undergraduate, graduate, and continuing education? To what extent
does it deal in research projects? Is there a community service function?
And how do all of these relate to each other? To what extent has the
development of the program been affected by other interdisciplinary
programs or, in turn, in what ways has it affected existing or proposed
programs?

D. To what extent have the administrative or institutional governance
issues been a factor in the development of the center or program?
Under this heading, for instance: what is the relationship of staff to the
center and to the university? How is staff recruited and assigned? Who
controls promotion and salary positions and how is tenure granted?

E. What are the, particularly difficult problems that the center has had to
deal with?
This area may very wall be treated under any of the categories above,
but it would be helpful to have them highlighted in this separate
section. For instance, the questions of levels of funding,recruitment of
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staff, or community resistance to programs might well be significant
deterrents to the successful implementation of the original goals.

F. What are the priorities for the future and why were they chosen?
Here the questions may deal with either substance, such as particular
research projects and educational specialities, or organizational issues
such as the way the center relates to other activities and sectors of the
university.

Finally, it would be helpful if you would suggest items for a short bibli-
ography that you feel are unusually useful in explaining and thinking
about these issues.

At the outset of this project someone suggested that in seeking reports of
programs from program staff, biased, self-serving statements would be re-
ceived. Largely, this has not been the case. Instead, the reports appear to
establish some sense of the community of interests that surrounds inter-
disciplinary studies related to environmental quality; the caliber of individual
and basic interests of the various programs exceeds the desire and need for
public relations information.

Analysis
Direct or quantifiable comparisons of the programs was not sought nor

would the discursive nature of the statements submitted support such efforts.
Our interest, at this stage, was in acquiring subjective assessments of a variety
of programs dealing with environmental issues. With this in mind, institutions
were selected that represented a broad range of programs. Quantillability was
neither an expected nor a desired outcome.

The possibility of a thorough-going analysis is further complicated by
informational gaps, intentional or otherwise, that appear in the statements.
Only through individual follow-up could such gaps be removed, a project
which we hoped could be more clearly considered as ariesult of this compila-
tion of statements. In spite of these inherent and anticipated limitations,
some general observations can be made about the various modes and patterns
emerging in these programs. They are advanced with due temerity and with
the confident expectation that the reader will more likely consider the indi-
vidual statements that follow.

Original Goals. Program genesis extended from faculty only to administra-
tive only to all intermediate degrees of faculty-administrative initiativeas well
as to interaction with outside funding agencies. In the large universities, pro-
gram focus ranges from exclusively undergraduate to exclusively graduata/
faculty, again with various degrees of undergraduate /graduate orientation in
between. Some programs serve largely a fund - granting or fellowship-awarding
function whereas others are concerned with research activity only. Few pro-
grams are coordinative only; most are multi-functional over the range of
teaching/research/community orientation. With all their differences in objec-
tives, the common thread is an interdisciplinary attack on whatever a par-
ticular program defines as its raison d'etre.

Educational programs range from those of a heterogeneity of courses
already available in existing departments to a rather highly structured core
curriculum, from broad-based, generalized directions to combinations of the



comprehensive with discipline competence. Some offer double degree pro-
grams, but most do not offer degrees under their own aegis.

Program Modification. Remarkably, on this point there is essential
unanimity: little or no modification of a substar.tial sort is reported with
regard to the original plans of the programs. At least one effort was based on
a programmed evolution or modifications developed from experience. How-
ever, while program goals have not been altered, it is noted that the tactics
and strategies for achieving these goals have shifted in several cases. Con-
sideration of how these changes in game plan might implicitly affect basic
goals would be pure speculation if based on the data in hand. This might be
an area well worth further exploration and analysis.

One of our basic concerns in undertaking this project was to focus some
additional light on the problems of institutional change as it relates to inter-
disciplinary environmental studies in higher education. Clearly, many of the
programs included here have not been in operation long enough to warrant
critical assessment and modification of their operations. Nevertheless, when
the original goals are compared with the problems and the priorities identi-
fled, it appears that the time for a review of goals and strategies is close at
hand. Of course, it is understood that to a large degree this is a continuing
function of the process of administering a program. What we wish to suggest
here as a product of our review of the statements is that a more objective
review may be most useful. We do not underestimate the difficulties in
achieving and utilizing such assessments. We do feel that one resource worth
exploiting is the experience of others whose aims may be similar while their
approaches are different. How this might be done is a topic that we feel is
worth substantial thought, discussion, and action.

Relations with Other College Activities. Most programs appear to be very
closely integrated with, and many are in fact entirely dependent on, other
eListing administrative/instructional units within the institution. Some, how-
ever, stand more independently, serving largely a clearinghouse and/or co-
ordinative activity or fund-granting function. Most of the programs have a
definite community orientation expressed in great measure through the
vehicle of student research projects on matters of local or regional environ-
mental concerns.

Governance.' Autonomy to complete integration is the range: from one
program with its self-contained faculty and control of all personnel and pro-
gram, to joint faculty appointments (a rather common mode) to complete
incorporation with other governance units, and, in between, small, essentially
Independent administrative units. In some, the curriculum is in the hands of
the program whereas personnel decisions rest in what is commonly referred to
as the "home departvint," a euphemism which indicates where the bread is
really buttered.

Problems. Although one could quite readily anticipate that the major
problem faced by new programs would be money, and in fact this was so
identified by about half the respondents, it is noteworthy that several of the
statements placed othkr issues as of more primary consequence (though it is
doubtful any would admit to a surfeit of monies). Among the more salient of
these kinds of major problems are: student insecurity in nondiscipline-
oriented programs and student heterogeneity in core courses; absence of
critical disciplinary inputs; inter- and intraprogram communication about the
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nature of the program; too little input from the humanities faculty and
student difficulties with an unstructured curriculum; building rigor into pro-
grams; administrative structure; generation of substantial interdisciplinary re-
search; integration of courses; and the gap between institutional capability
and community needs. Perhaps many of these problems are common to most
programs, but were not specifically identified by the respondents.

Priorities. Since funding was indicated as a major problem by so many,
"fund-raising" might have been expected to have been a high priority item.
This was not the case although it was so identified in one or two cases. Some
priorities were of a more or less pragmatic sort, dealing with increasing the
number of courses, seeking more student internships and field opportunities,
developing new job opportunities for students, and pure survival. On a more
idealistic note, others identified such priorities as getting students to make
more responsible decisions, developing more public involvement, and
marshalling institutional capability toward developing policy and practice.

Statements
This collection of statements may prove to be a significant step in develop.

ing a greater dialogue with regard to important questions in this area. It
should lead to more in-depth studies of the common strengths and problems
that face environmental interdisciplinary programs. If this report is on target,
it should assist each center in doing the better job that we are all committed
to achieving, as well as to aid those operating programs currently experiencing
difficulties or those still being contemplated.

This report is a small step toward identifying and ultimately answering
some large questions about the role of environmental studies in higher educa-
tion. While every institution must chart its own course, the compilation of
these statements provides useful data for existing and planned programs. At a
minimum, it suggests some of the opportunities that environmental studies
present with regard to educational responses to complex social problems. The
data in these statements provide an agenda for further study and dialogue
which directly relates to the interests of anyone concerned with education
and environmental quality.

The statements which follow are presented in three categories (with the
institutions listed alphabetically therein): large, multi-purpose universities;
smaller, largerly undergraduate, liberal arts colleges; and experimental
colleges. As a reading of the statements will demonstrate, in several
parameters these are quite artificial distinctions.
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HUXLEY COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Gene W. Miller, Dean, Huxley College
and

Frederick Sargent II, Provost, Western Washington State College

What Were the Original Goals of the Program?
Huxley College of Environmental Studies was conceived in 1966 by a

group of administrators and faculty at Western Washington State College
(WWSC).' At that time the Long-Range Planning Committee, which is chaired
by the President of WWSC, undertook a study of the feasibility of establish-
ing a cluster college which would have environmental studies as its program-
matic focus. The creation of a cluster college was an ideal arrangement for the
initiation of an innovative environmental program (Gaff et al., 1970). En-
vironmental studies are really adisciplinary. They involve bringing together of
a faculty and initiating programs that cross many disciplinary lines.

On the basis of this, the Long-Range Meaning Committee recommended to
the Academic Council, in May 1967, the establishinent of a cluster college to
encompass upper-division and graduate study of the environment. Dean and
faculty were to be appointed at the 'earliest possible moment. These recom-
mendations were approved by the Academic Council and forwarded to the
President in the spring of 1968.

In July 1968, the Board of Trustees approved the establishment of Huxley
College of Environmental Studies and directed that environmental studies be
given the widest possible definition, recognizing that man's environment ex-
tends from his immediate surroundings to the biosphere and includes not
only physical and biological entities but also the social structure within which
he functions and his cultural heritage which molds his behavior. The Board
directed that the dean and faculty be appointed with broad curricular di-
rectives within which specific. programs could later be developed, and that
temporary quarters for the college be provided. In 1969, a dean was ap-
pointed and during thit year, with the help of a committee of faculty mem-
bers from Western Washington State College, curricular programs were out-
lined, and the first faculty members were recruited. The planning for perma-
nent , facilities to house this college, which had begun a year earlier, was
brought to a conclusion:

The program conceived by the dean and his advisory committee was based
on general areas of environmental studies called concentrations. A concentra-
tion constitutes a focus on a general problem area that might involve studies
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in a number of disciplines. The areas were broad enough to allow the student
to emphasize either social or natural science programs.

Huxley was to incorporate selected aspects of the liberal arts disciplines
with certain tiiplied or professional emphases. A coordinated program of
undergraduat: and graduate studies, research, and community involvement
was p:Avosed, The concentrations of study would be problem-oriented, but
students could choose an option in a professional discipline. The concentra-
tions of study were: (1) Ecological Systems Analysis; (2) Environmental Con-
trol; (3) Environmental Planning; (4) Hunger, Food, and Malnutrition; (5)
Marine Resources; (6) Population Dynamics; and (7) Environmental Educa-
tion.

These concentrations represent problems that confront man and society. A
student seeking a degree in environmental studies would enter Huxley at the
junior, level. A major would not be selected in a concentration such as popula-
tion dynamics. Students could tailor their programs emphasizing natural,
physical, and social sciences or humanities within a particular concentration

:area. For example, a student could select a concentration-option of popula-
tion dynamics - sociology; population dynamics-biology; environmental
control-chemistry; etc.

Huxley students would receive instruction from both the Huxley faculty
and the departmental faculties at WWSC. The foriner would work closely
with students throughout their junior and senior years. They would be re-
sponsible for advising students and teaching a sequence of studies which
included seminars, problem series, independent study, and formal courses.
WWSC courses would alsi) serve 19.uxley students.

till students would take certain core courses to give them a common
background essential for compnthentrion of man, his natural and social en-
vironment, and his relation to the ecosystem. These courses would survey the
major ecological principles and give examples of delicate environmental inter-
actions and tho effects of man on natural systems. Major evolutionary
mechanisms and ecological factors affecting man would be discussed includ-
ing population and pollution problems, behavior, social structure, economic

. systems, environmental law, political action, and social values.
Seminars would be taken in each quarter of the year and be designed to

serve as a meeting ground for interaction between students and faculty. The
objectives of these seminars would be to give relevance to programs and allow
information flow among concentrations.

Problem series would be an important part of each student's program at
both the junior and senior year level. This would allow students the oppor-
tunity to become' involved in action-oriented programs. Students would react
to problems in the community and participate directly in programs such as
environmental planning, use of outdoor laboratories for training, urban re-
newal, pollution control, and effects of pollutants on organisms.

Students could prelrare themselves for graduate work in a specific
discipline or in,enVironmental sciences.'

The program in environmental education would allow students to select a
specific concentration and, at the same time, provide them with competence
in at least one established teaching discipline. In some cases a program would
involve a combination of several concentrations. The environmental educa-
tion program would include student teaching and field experiences starting
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with the freshman year. Students would be equipped to make decisions and
form policy. The structure of such programs would be flexible and allow
individual students latitude in selecting their areas of emphasis. This approach
to environmental education recognizes the need for more personalized
counseling and advising In a114 years of undergraduate study.

The first Huxley faculty was appointed and students accepted into the
program In the fall of 1970. The lug -time between conception of the program
and actual implementation was approximately 4 years.

To What Extent Has the Program Evolved and in What Way Has It Been
Modified?

The program is still in its infancy and the original goals have not been
changed. Projections at the present time envisage that within the next 5 years
the college will have a full-time enrollment of 700 students and a faculty of
50. Of necessity, such a program is flexible, and will be modified with the
experiences gained in its conduct. Facilities are now under construction and
fully developed graduate and undergraduate programs are not possible unti;
such facilities are completed. By January 1973, Huxley College will be
housed in the Northwest Environmental Studies Center on the campus in
Bellingham and in the Shannon Point Marine Center at Anacortes.

How Does the Program or Center Relate to the Other College and Univer-
sity Activities?

The undergraduate program of Western Washington State College is com-
prised of four distinct acadeniic divisions; Huxley College of Environmental
Studies is one of these divisions. Huxley students receive instruction from
both Huxley faculty and the faculties of the departments of the College of
Arts and Science. Their programs may be made up of courses from either or
both areas. Graduate programs in Huxley College have not yet been initiated
but are proposed for the fall of 1972. Such graduate programs will be ad-
ministered by the graduate school.

Research is an important aspect of the overall program at Huxley College.
All faculty members are encouraged to develop investigations both at under-
graduate and graduate, levels.

Environmental education is all education; consequently it must include
elementary, secondary, college, and adult education. Adult education pro-
grams including in-service training of teachers are coordinated through the
Center for Continuing Studies for all units at WWSC. Programs in environ-
mental education are initiated and implemented by Huxley College,
sponsored by Continuing Studies, and made available to communities in this
region. By the very niture of Its programs, Huxley College is problem-
oriented and community involvement is an essential component.

The environmental problems that confront the world today also affect
individual communities. These problems must be understood and dealt with
by all concerned individuals and citizen groups. Maley students with the
cooperation of community participants have organized a Huxley Environ-
mental Reference Bureau (HERB). The goid of HERB is to provide free
information relating , to the environment on request from anyone or any
group in Whatcom County or surrounding areas. Responses from local com-
munity groups as to types and kinds of environmental information which
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would best serve their goals are solicited. HERB is also interested in maintain-
ing correspondence on a regular basis with any group or organization which
may be of assistance in the achievement of its goals. A HERB recycling center
has been started; it operates with voluntary help. This center is a pilot project
that could later be used as a pattern for a community recycling center.
Individuals that are really concerned with their environment are invited to aid
in the recycling process by bringing all types of metal cans, newspapers,
magazines, Mass, etc. These materials are sold to distributors. The proceeds
are used to improve the operation with a view to making the center self-
sustaining.

In 1970 the State Superintendent of Public Instruction identified the ef-
forts of the Northwest Environmental Education Center (NEEC) as a state
model which could provide other regions in Washington State with both plan
and program. NEEC is now advisory to the Huxley Environmental Education
Center. The State Superintendent has housed an environmentalist in Huxley
College to help coordinate the State Plan in environmental education in the
Northwest region.

To What Extent Have the Administrative or Institutional Governance Issues
Been a Factor in the Development of the Center or Program?

Within the regulations set by the Trustees, the President, and the Provost
pertaining to general policies governing curricular programs, college per-
sonnel, and students, Huxley College has autonomous control over its faculty,
which includes its selection, retention, tenure, and promotion. New faculty
are recruited by committees established within Huxley College. Their assign.
ment in teaching and research activities is through the dean of the college.
Each separate academic unit at WWSC, Including Huxley College, has a special
committee that evaluates its faculty members for promotion and tenure.
Recommendations are made from the Huxley committee to the dean of
Huxley College. All administrative academic functions at WWSC are the re-
sponsibility of the Provost. A council of academic deans advises the Provost
in matters concerning curriculum, budget, and appointment, promotion, and
tenure of faculty.

Since at WWSC an entire college has a focal point on environmental
studies, many problems are alleviated that would hive to be confronted in a
typical center or institute. Most faculty members hard full-time appointments
in the college. Some joint appointments between the college and other aca-
demic units tend to strengthen ties throughout the institution. The perplexing
problem of crossing departmental boundaries in programs of environmental
studies has _been alleviated by an adlsciplinary college where faculty mem-
bers with diverse backgrounds come together and work toward a common
effort of implementing the programs. Other problems have been alleviated by
giving the dean of Huxley College the opportunity to coordinate environ-
mental studies on campus. This involves such environmental units as a marine
station, freshwater institute, and environmental education sites. With proper
input from various departments and other colleges, this tends to utilize all of
the available talent on campus for environmental programs.
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What Are the Particularly Difficult Problems That the Center Has Had to
Deal With?

Huxley College is a unit of WWSC and receives its funding from the state.
As an academic unit, funding is provided by established budgetary formulas
based on student-credit hours, full-time faculty equivalents, and facility utili-
zation. Under these conditions, any developing academic unit in the State of
Washington has difficulties in acquiring adequate funds for academic pro-
grams and facilities. Funding has been the only really significant problem to
date. Surprisingly, there has been no feeling of insecurity among a faciAry not
housed in traditional departments. It has been our experience at oi;e.m institu-
tions that such feelings have been quite marked. Some insecurity among
students has been noted in relation to absence of traditional departments.
The heterogeneity of student backgrounds has been a problem in core
courses.

What Are the Priorities for the Future and Why Were They Chosen?
The college was named for Thomas Henry Huxley, a member of a family

of eminent British scientists and writers. The following quotation (by his
grandson) gives a philosophical cornerstone of the college:

Sooner rather than later we wilt be forced to get away from a system based on
artificially increasing the number of human wants and set about constructing one
aimed at the qualitative satisfaction of real human needsspiritual and mental as
well as material and physiological.

Sir Julian Huxley, The Humanist Frame

With this long-range goal in mind, the educational objectives of Ituclev.
College are at least threefold: to enable concerned students to obtain
information essential to making responsible decisions and predictions cone-
cerning environmental problems; to identify alternatives open to society sad
define the common elements of the kind of life to which society aspires; and
to provide in certain areas intensive instruction that may be incorporated into
the student's vocational plans. Untlerstanding man's ecological relations fie-
mends study in many disciplines. Huxley College, consequently, offers maid-
disciplinary study encompassing 011 a the physical, biological, and social
dimensions of environmental prohlons. The contemporary demand for educa-
tional relevance requires that Huxley graduates understand not only the
workings of our environment but also ways in which environmental order
may be maintained. Problem-oriented study is stressed at Huxley and con-
cepts from a classroom are applied to specific and real situations.

Huxley was formed recognizing the very special educational advantages
inherent in the location of WWSC in Bellingham. Within a 100-mile radius lies
an unrivaled variety of environmental conditions: salt water, estuarine and
freshwater habitats, lakes and rivers, mainland and islands, farmland and
forest, alpine meadow and glaciers, and rural communities and industrialized
urban centers. Because of these opportunities and the dose proximity of the
marine environment, research and teaching will always emphasize these
natural resources and their uses by man.
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAM
AT INDIANA UNIVERSFIY

Lynton K. Caldwell,
Arthur E. Bentley Professor of Political Science

and
Toufiq A. Siddiql, Visiting Assistant Professor

of Environmental Studies

Goals of the Program
The need for an interdisciplinary program dealing with the influences of

science and technology in society, with special emphasis on the human en-
vironment, had been recognized at Indiana University for several years. As
early as 1963, indlvidwd faculty members had submitted memoranda to the
University adMinishation urging attention to this neglected area of human
experience. A joint proposal to establish institutional arrangements for inter-
disciplinary environmental studies was initiated in 1965 by Professors
Thomas D. Brock (Microbiology), tynton K. Caldwsll (Political Science), and
Richard B. Curtis (Physics). However, it was not until the summer of 1970
that support for such a program reached a "point of critical mass" and moved
to an action phase.

The initiative for the program clearly came, from the faculty and at first
received, sympathetic but noncommittal administrative support. Two factors
influenced University receptivity to the idea in the 5 years between 1965 and
serious consideration of proposals in 1970. The first of these was a marked
change of attitude in the natural sciences. Skepticism of the need or feasi-
bility of an interdisciplinary approach to environmental problems gave way to
a widespread concern that scientific knowledge be applied to environmental
issues upon which the government was beginning to act. The second influence
was the discovery of ecology and the environment by great numbers of
students, especially during 1969. Environmental studies, to offer a
partial answer 0._thekcInmand relevance kn.441W.F.C4n(14. ...km: -

In a memorandum nittantnil a tentative sAnnIctnn by Professor
Lynton K. Caldwell to the. Dean of Research and. Studies in May
1970, it was pointed out that the University lacked several of the profesSional
schools or disciplines essential to consideration of the technical aspects of
environmental management, e.g., engineering, agriculture, forestry, wildlife
management, natural resources administration, architecture, landscape archi-
tecture, and environmental planning, and that the contribution of Indiana

t
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University could most effectively be made in the policy area, notably with an
emphasis upon law, economics, business, political science, and sociology.

A meeting of the natural sciences faculty was convened in July 1970 on
the initiative of Professor Warren Meinschein (Geology). As a basis for discus-
sion, a representative of each of the disciplines and a Regional Campus repre-
sentative were invited to make brief presentations. There was unanimous
agreement on the desirability of a program, but several questions remained
unanswered. Should degrees be given in environmental studies? Should
double majors (of which environmental studies would be one) be awarded?
Should the student select a specific major, with a minor In environmental
studies? Should undergraduate or graduate degrees be awarded, or both?
Representatives from each discipline were asked to bring specific proposals to
the next meeting.

Due to the absence of several members during the summer, the next meet-
ing of the ad hoc group was held in September. Environmental programs at
other major universities were studied and relationships among relevant exist-
ing courses at Indiana University were discussed. It was decided to appoint a
curriculum subcommittee under the chairmanship of Professor Craig Nelson
(Zoology).

The Program' submitted by the subcommittee was approved with some
modifications at a meeting held on November 3, and it was presented to the
Science Advisory Committee the following month. After approval by the
University administration, the Environmental Studies Program was included
in the list of offerings of the College of Arts and Sciences for the Fall
Semester 1971. Since the program is being offered for the first time in the
current academic year, it is too early to evaluate possible modifications.

Relationship of Program to Other University Activities
It was felt desirable to initiate an undergraduate environmental studies

program within the existing structure of the University, and to offer "double
major" degrees to students in the natural and policy sciences. Students receiv-
ing degrees in the program must major in an established discipline as well as in
environmental studies. Two options are available in the programone is
meant primarily for the students in the biological and physical sciences and
the other, for students in social or behavioral sciences or the humanities.

Most of the required courses are offered by the individual departments,
but the program will supplement this by offering interdisciplinary courses of
its own. Graduate degrees and community services are not within the current
scope of the Environmental Studies Program, but a School of Public and
Environmental Affairs has been proposed at Indiana University and if estab-
lished, as now appears probable, will undertake these activities:1 A large

I According to an addendum filed by Dr. Caldwell on February 1, "... on January 14.
1972. the Indiana State Commission on Higher Education confirmed earlier action by
the Board of Trustees of Indiana University establishing s School of Public and
Environmental Affairs. Tbg new School is established praticululy to provide an
appropriate home for interdisciplinary research and teaching., and it will afford the
institutional base for the Environmental Studies Program at liana University. Unlike
the other schools. which are the mot divisions-of Indiana Umversity, the new School
will not be organized around academic departments. Its IN* will develop through
projects and programs and will be carried on not only on the tAtest and largest campus
at Bloomington, but will also be established on other camp. is of Indiana University
throughout the state, notably at Gary and builanapolls."
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number of graduate courses dealing with various aspects of the environment
are now offered at the University, so the basis for a graduate level program
already exists.

Among several interrelated interdisciplinary programs at the University is
the Program on Science, Technology, and Public Policy, which was initiated
in 1965' with the help of a grant from the National Science Foundation.
Members associated with this program have been very closely associated with
the development of the Environmental Studies Program. The Director of the
Science, Technology, and Public Policy Program, Professor Lynton K.
Caldwell, has been one of the prime movers behind the Environmentu
Studies Program. One of the two appointments made so far, the appointment
of Visiting Assistant Professor has been made jointly by the two programs.

Administrative Factors in the Development of the Program
At present, there are only two staff members directly connected with the

program. Its Director, Professor Craig Nelson, is an Associate Professor in
Zoology. Dr. Toufiq A. Siddiqi has an appointment as a Visiting Assistant
Professor jointly with the Program on Science, Technology, and Public
Policy. Additional staff will be appointed as the Program develops and
budgetary considerations permit.

The impending establishment of a new School of Public and Environ-
mental Affairs will provide an institutional setting conducive to closer work-
ing relationships among several interdisciplinary-type programs. Among these
are public administration, urban and regional planning, policy studies in
science and technology, natural resource studies, and public safety and
forensic science. Emphasis is being placed on structural arrangements that will
be readily adaptable to change in substance and focus over the years. It would
be consistent with tradition at Indiana University to provide wide oppor-
tunity for the new School to define its mission and to evolve through experi-
ence. As Vice President for Administration, David R. Derge observed, "we
want to be sure that our forms are 'right' before pouring concrete."

Unlike all other Schools within the University, it is anticipated that the
School of Public and Environmental Affairs will be decentralized among
Indiana's regional campuses, notably at Bloomington, Indianapolis, and Gary.
Intercampus coordination would be provided by a representative council or
committee with an all-University dean or chairman as its presiding officer.
The School is expected to optimize the use of existing course offerings and
facilities. It would help to promote such coordination as might prove de-
sirable among campuses and related programs. It would supplement depart.
mental faculty with a relatively small staff of its own and Would assist other
divisions of the University to strengthen the environmental content in their
programs. R would serve as a clearinghouse and in cooperation with other
departments and schools develop graduate, undergraduate, and community
service programs of its own.

Some Problems Associated With the Program
The Environmental Studies Program shares with other interdisciplinary

programs the problems inherent in an undertaking which cuts across the
traditional departmental structure of a University. The physical separation of
faculty members on a large campus hinders continuouscommunication be-
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tween them, and is a barrier to joint undertakings by multidepartmental
groups. The reward structure of the departments is also geared to encourage
research and teaching in the traditional disciplines, rather than in groups of an
interdisciplinary nature.

Although it would have been desirable to recruit additional faculty and
offer more courses directly under the program, this has not been possible
because of budgetary considerations. The University administration shares
with the faculty and the students the desire to strengthen the program, but
the current tight allocations to the University (a feature common to univer-
sities in most parts of the country) necessitate a gradual buildup of the
program.

-The absence of certain fields of study such as engineering, agriculture, and
architecture places limitations on the scope of the Program. It is also at a
disadvantage as far as library resources are concerned, since many of the
books and journals dealing with the environmental aspects of these fields have
not hitherto been available on the campus. Interuniversity cooperation
possibly under the sponsorship of the Committee on Institutional Cooper
tion (CIC) may help to fill certain gaps in the environmental programs of the
cooperating universities and to optimize the utilization of their total re-
sources.

Priorities for the Future
It is planned to increase the number of courses offered under the program,

primarily under the auspices of the individual departments. Implementation
of the plans for a School of Public and Environmental Affairs would give a
strong impetus for the initiation of a graduate program and community serv-
ices in the environmental field.

It is too early to say what priorities may be adopted when the present
phase of institutional establishment is completed. But given the present struc-
ture and past history of Indiana University, emphasis is likely to be on policy
rather than upon technique. The consideration and projection of priorities
over the next few years will surely be one of the first major tasks for the
School of Public and Environmental Affairs.
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OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY PROGRAMS
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

Richard D. Schein, Director

Original Goals and Evolution of Programs
To understand the mission and role within the university of the Office of

Environmental Quality Programs at the Pennsylvania State University a
certain amount of background is necessary.

The Office of Environmental Quality Programs is not a supra-college
organizational structure with its own programs of education, research, and
public service. It results from a year-long analysis of the state of university
activities in envhomnental affairs, an analysis which revealed that although
the University is highly active in many environmental areas, it has a great deal
of unrealized potential. Through use of its existing structure, we must
attempt to utilize this potential before deciding to develop a super institute
or a special college of environmental studies. We find, for instance, that
within existing departments and colleges we have a great degree of expertise
in such areas as sanitary engineering, meteorology, ecology, forestry, and
other such environmental areas. Further, we recognize that some of our
colleges are multidisciplinary units themselves. This is certainly true of the
College of Agriculture which can itself undertake environmental studies of a
broad multidisciplinary nature, utilizing largely its own faculty since that
faculty has competence in such diverse areas as biology, geology, hydrology,
soils, sociology, and economics. Similarly, the College of Earth and Mineral
Sciences has broad and deep competence in geology, meteorology, geography,
economics, mining, etc.

In addition, it was decided some years ago to establish intercollege re-
search institutes whose mission and work clearly transcended collegiate lines.
We have a number of years experience, therefore, with the Center of Air
Environment Studies, the Institute for Research on Land and Water Re-
sources, which institute contains the Pennsylvania Water Center, and the
Pennsylvania Transportation and Truffle Safety Center. The staff of these
institutes is drawn largely on a part-time basis from the departments of the
University and graduate students involved in the research of the institutes
have as theii preceptors institute faculty who have bona fide appointments in
academic departments in which the degrees are taken.

What our analysis did reveal was a clear need for the development of
further cooperation to facilitate the accomplishment of missions of the inter-
college research programs. Further, we saw that there should be a coordina-
tion office within the central administration to take the initiative and leader-
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ship in developing further intercollege programs of undergraduate and
graduate instruction and of public service activities such as continuing
education, public information, television and films, etc.

The Office of Environmental Quality Programs, therefore, is that office
within the structure of the central administration which functions to co.
ordinate existing work, to facilitate the development of existing or new pro.
grams, to identify capabilities latent within the University and assist in the
development of these, and also to identify needs of society to which the
University might respond and then to assist in the development of the
appropriate response.

Relationship of Program to Other University Activities
Monies available to the office are allotted by the Director with the advice

of advisory committees to existing intercollege multidisciplinary research pro.
grams, to intercollege multidisciplinary programs, to intercollege under-
graduate and graduate education programs, and to other intercollege multi-
disciplinary operations such as the development of advanced ability in tech-
nology transfer in environmental areas. (Because this is not a discrete
interdepartmental program in competition with other interdepartmental
programs, but a transcendent operation of coordination, facilitation, and
cooperation, it is not possible to answer most of your questions under this
item.)

The Office of Environmental Quality Programs does not have a staff
actively engaged in research, education, etc., because it does rot have such
programs of its own. What the office does instead is to help in the develop.
ment of those programs which atv extant in other parts of the University,
helping to achieve the necessary multidisciplinary cooperation. Often it is
able to do this simply because it has money available to assist in the develop.
ment. This kind of operation then means that all of the problems of pro-
motion and salary (and, generally, of the reward structure) are in the hands of
the normal university components and we have not created new problems in
this regard.

Difficult Problems
Perhaps the largest problem that the Office of Environmental Quality

Programs has had to deal with has been to bring people to the understanding
that we are not a super institute, that we are not staffing up with people
redundant with other departments or centers, and that we are not going to
compete with existing components of the University for funds or for students
or for money. Instead, we are here to assist in coordination and, as a matter
of fact, to provide seed money for interdepartmental, multidisciplinary, co-
operative efforts in instruction, research, and public service.

Priorities for the Future
Our priorities for the'- future are to do all we can to develop greater

capability on the part of our university to muster all of its necessary resources
for an attack on environmental problems. We recognize that the role of the
university is not that of an action agency but is, rather, to provide for society
an agency which can operate with disinterest and with third party credibility
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in the development of policy and practices which will result in wise policy,
wise law, and fair regulation.

We are fostering two new intercollege research centers, one for the study
and development of environmental policy and a second for the study of
environmental noise. In each case we have recognized that this intercollege
mechanism is what is needed if we are to bring together the many kinds of
disciplines from the many departments and several colleges necessary for
effective work in each of these areas.

We are further giving considerable attention to our programs in extension,
continuing education, and technology transfer and are once again trying to
utilize our experience, staffs, and abilities in agricultural and home economics
extension, in general extension and continuing education, and in such activi-
ties as publi^ information, television, radio, etc.

We are finding that our office discovers interfaces and opportunities which
are not apparent to the people working in more restricted subsets of environ-
mental problems and we are often able to achieve synergism in both activity
and monies available. A further role being developed for the future by the
office is as the advocate of environmentally concerned faculty and students
within the central administration, speaking with a credible voice for the fur-
ther development f necessary adaptive programs, education, research, and
public service.
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RACHEL CARSON COLLEGE AND ITS PROGRAM
OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT BUFFALO

John A. Howell, Master

Environmental problems have often been caused through a narrow percep-
tion of the worlda perception which leads to solutions to a problem formu-
lated from the standpoint of single discipline. The scope of environmental
education should, in consequence, encompass the totality of the educational
experience, bringing in the complex relationships and interconnections which
influence our surroundings. Such concepts must begin with an individual's
awareness of the connection between his own conscious decision process and
his own environment on both the micro- and the macro-scales. We thus
envisage environmental education as containing a heavy component of active
as opposed to passive learning. This action can be within or without the
classroom's conceptual exercises or manual exertion. The first necessity is to
place the student in the situation where he can perceive conflicts between his
own decisions and his environmental beliefs.

Rachel Carson College undertakes to promote awareness and understand-
ing of the environment and how it operates and interacts with man, and also
undertakes to work toward creating a better environment. We believe that in
order to promote environmental awareness we must have a multidisciplinary
perspective and close cooperation between disciplines, since an understanding
of more than one discipline is essential to our studies. The College intends to
further educational programs through the classroom, the laboratory, field
work, and in the community. To promote environmental awareness we intend
to take every opportunity to generate concern both within the community
and the university. To further this aim, we propose to work on problems
relevant to, and posed from within, the community, thus furthering the serv-
ice role of the university. Initiatives from the community might originate
with legislators, community action groups, concerned individuals, industries,
and regulatory agencies.

The 00ginal Goals of the Program
A new campus is being built for the State University of New York at

Buffalo which is intended to serve some 40,000 students. To counteract some
of the problems of identification associated with a multiversity, former Presi-
dent Meyerson proposed that a number of "colleges" be created, each
catering to some 1,000 students of whop about 400 would be in residence.
Collegiate workshops were formed in advance of the move to the new campus
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so that the viability of various collegiate concepts could be evaluated. In this
context, the Ecology Collegiate Workshop was formed in the fall of 1969 in
response to proposals from several faculty groups. Several working sessions
were held during that fall semester, and in the spring semester of 1970 the
first credit-bearing program was offered to about 50 students. It was a pro-
gram of independent investigation- into the environmental problems of the
local community, with some 15 faculty supervising the various student in-
vestigators. Student demand was such that registration was closed on the first
day. Another large effort of the workshop at this time was in producing a
3-day Earth Week Program.

Up to this point the workshop had been proceeding without any long-
range plan or philosophy. We had a general awareness that we wanted to offer
an interdisciplinary program, but we were also aware that there were minimal
institutional resources available (the first year's budget was $1500) and it was
not clear how much could be done. A faculty-student steering committee was
formed in the summer of 1970 under a Mentor and the College was named
after Rachel Carson and pledged to a philosophy of interdisciplinary
education.

A number of faculty members then combined forces to offer an inter-
disciplinary summer course called "Survival Workshop," based on John
Fisher's article in Harper's "Survival U." In addition, we inventoried all exist-
ing environmentally related courses offered in the University, dividing the
courses into four general areas of knowledge. These areas representing four
environments of man are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Man Made Not Man Made

Animate Sociological Biological
Inanimate Technological Geological

Only a few courses in the inventory were in more than one of these areas. We
suggested that students who wished to understand man's total environment
should have some acquaintance with each of these four areas, with deeper
knowledge of two of the four.

The Evolution of the Program and Subsequent Modification
The first step was to start using a general university degree program,

known as a special major, in which any student may design his own major
with the approval of two faculty advisors and the Dean of Undergraduate
Studies. Based on the course inventory, we designed a framework for a major
program within which students could plan an environmental studies degree to
be sponsored by at least two members of the faculty of the college. Although
we hoped that we could offer several courses .in this program through the
college, it became clear that, since the faculty were still all teaching full-time
in their various departments, it would be more economical to have the new
courses offered by: our faculty through their own departments, as part of
their regular teaching duty. This method was in fact used with three new
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courses in the fall of 1970. It is hoped that a number of other new courses
can be created In this way.

It became apparent, however, during our second year that making use of
predominantly existing courses to provide the basis for the environmental
program was an error. The existing courses, although environmentally rele-
vant, were hard to piece together into a coherent program. Thus we are
planning to institute six new courses to complete an eight-semester program.
This sequence will be taken generally as an elective" program by a student
majoring In a traditional discipline, or as half of an Environmental Studies
majorthe remaining courses to be concentrated in one or two existing disci-
plinary areas.

The Relation of the College to the University

The college is totally dependent on the rest of the university for most of
Its program. The new eight-semester sequence will be taught through regular
departments or faculties although some courses are so multidisciplinary that
they will probably be team-taught on overload. These courses will be:

1. Emironmental Problems Resources, pollution, population, etc.
2. Ecology
3. Comparative Societies I Egypt, Peru, Japan, Norway.
4. Comparative Societies II USA, USSR, India, Nigeria
5. Agriculture and Human Nutrition
6. Human Settlement
7. Pollution Control
8. Tactics and Strategies for Environmental Change.

Details of these courses follow.

1. Scope of Environmental ProblemsA broad introductory survey,
covering natural cycles, energy and mineral resources, air and water
pollution, natural environmental change.

2. EcologY and BehaviorA standard course in population,
and ecology suitable for nonbiolOgY majors.-

.

8. COMparative Societlei IA study of four societiestheir physical
environment_ and adaptation to it as reflected In the sociology,
anthropologY, and political and .economic structure of the country.
the societies . studied will depend on the available faculty with
detailed knowledge. Initial plans are to study Tokyo, the Province of
More og Romsdal In Norway, the Peruviza Altiplano, and the

. .

swamps in Nigeria.

4. Comparative Secieties II(u C.S.L) studying Los. Angeles County
USA, Ural Mountains, The Nile Delta, and East Bengal. Hopefully,
some students will be able to spend a summer visiting one of the
societies studied. Subsequent courses in the sequence might em-
phasize, or choose examples from, the societies studied here.
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5. Agriculture, World Food Resources, and Human NutritionA course
detailing the potential growth of agriculture and food production on
a worldwide scale. Regional problem areas will be noted and the
different solutions possible in the different regions. The incidence
and distribution of deficiency diseases will also be discussed. This
will lead to planning future action based on a critical assessment of
the Indicative World Plan of FAO.

6. Human SettlementThe form, structure, and function of human
settlements, their location as a function of environment. Soft and
hard support systems. Recent proposals for new types of settlement;
the megalopolis; acropolis and an introduction to ekistics. Urban
Migrationits causes and effects.

7. Pollution ControlTechnological solutions to some of the problems
of environmental pollution in both developed and developing areas.
Techniques of recycle and reuse of resources.

8a. Tactics and Policies for ChangeThe methods of effecting change
in the short term: legal and political changes. Myths and fallacies
surrounding attitudinal changes. How economic policies can change
the environment. Policy- making.

8b. Strategic Environmental Policies, seminar format.The long-term
policies which must be instituted to maintain environmental quality.
An analysis of the macroscopic forces acting on society and
synthesis of various simulated futures following certain strategic
environmental decisions.

The new core curriculum will be taught in such a way as to maximize
student participation and teacher learning. A resource room will be estab-
lished in which course-related materials will be made available to students.
Such material may be written, on tape, or on film and would be available at
least 12 hams a day to be used in place. As part of the course assignments,
students would produce material which would be designed for addition to the
resource room if it were of sufficiently high quality. To maintain quality each
student's project would be evaluated up to four times during the semester, so
that he would be given the opportunity to perfect his work. The final grade
would depend only on the final product. Acceptance into the resource room
would be indicative of excellent work. The resource room would be continu-
ally reviewed to prevent accumulation of unsuitable material. It would thus
be possible for any diligent student to earn an A on this project while the
multiple evaluations would automatically enable the student to know what
was expected. In addition, the use of the room will be encouraged by the
assignment of papers based on material available in the room. Students using
this scheme can get a feeling that their work would last beyond the ,final and
would have some educational I purpoieand value to a larger number of
persons.

Community awareness can be promoted by having materials prepared
which apply particularly to the local community, using techniques taken
from studies on other communities.
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Some materials whi.th will be used to start the resource room include tapes
of sessions of AAAS meetings, environmental film loops, annotated bibli-
ographies, and a numirr of books and periodicals. Some assistants would also
be hired in the begianing to help assemble and run the room.

An unplanned development has been the emergence of "new life-style"
courses. We were approached by a gentleman who had educated himself on
wild foods, and ntganie gardening, and cooking, which he proposed to teach
as a course in "Organic Survival."

The life-style courses are peculiarly college courses as it Is the unique
ability of the colleges to offer courses outside the main stream of depart.
mental disciplines which gives them much of their educational flavor. It is
planned to Integrate several of these courses into a form of Outward Bound
curriculum, possibly taught as summer courses, i.e., one summer to be spent
on an organic farm, another in a wilderness area, etc. The lifestyle curriculum
centers around the "Organic Survival" course and is intended to teach sensi-
tivity to the natural environment and the ability to survive in wilderness
areas. We hope to add courses on primitive camping, subsistence farming
(organic), and wilderness hunting and fishing this coming fall. All of these
classes will be small (less than 20 students) and will emphasize practice rather
than theory. Organic Survival and Wilderness Survival were given in the
summer of 1971 as intensive 3-week courses on a subsistence farm in West
Virginia. In the fall of 1971, a wooded area will be available for these courses.

As far as graduate programs are concerned, there is nothing being done
currently by the College, although the University is making some moves
toward having graduate degrees in Environmental Studies with which the
College would be concerned.

Research projects are conducted through independent study, taking the
form of individual investigations into fairly small problems. The College does
not appear to be the appropriate vehicle for initiating large interdisciplinary
research projects.

The seminar program has been fairly light in 1971, except for an inter-
national 2-day conference on Technogenic Diseases, co-sponsored with the
Office of Credit Free Programs. Four multidisciplinary symposia were given
on the topics of Aerosols, Toxicity, Urban Overcrowding, and Noise Pollu-
tion. These sessions were keynoted by Dr. Jesse Steinfeld, Surgeon General of
the United States.

Problems
Funding has remained low and enables us to pay one-third of a faculty

member (the mentor) or a graduate assistant and one-half a secretary and
some undergraduate assistants. All other faculty time is donated. Fortunately,
we have extremely good relations with the faculty, the administration, and
the Buffalo community (at a time when the university as a whole has many
problems). Further funding is, however, essential if we are to survive beyond
a further 12 months.

Priorities for thef(iture
Development of the coherent sequence of courses, resource room, and

working center are most important. Also, proceeding with such projects as
the development of environmental curricula for elementary and secondary
schools (started.in summer of 1971) and preparing educational materials such
as films take priority.
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RESOURCE SCIENCE CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

C. S. Bolling

Goals of the Program
In 1968 a Resource Science Centre was established at the University of

British Columbia, with the support of a development grant from the Ford
Foundation. Its intent was to join the activities of major groups on the
campus interested in resource science. At the moment, these groups comprise
elements of Agriculture, Architecture, Community and Regional Planning,
Commerce, Ecology, Resource Economics, Geography, and Forestry. In total,
therefore, we represent a very broad spectrum of interest that ranges from a
concern for theoreticalvcology through studies of the dynamics of communi-
ties of aquatic and terrestrial animals, the dynamics of populations, and be-
havioral and physiological ecology to resource management, geography, and
pluming. The emphasis primarily is on graduate training and research with
the major intent to develop interaction between these various disciplines, to
stimulate truly interdisciplinary research, and to introduce new techniques of
mathematical analysis and synthesis that have emerged from the development
of computers.

There was a very short lag time between deciding to proceed with the
program and, in fact, implementing it. This was only because. we adopted a
very pragmatic approach rather than insisting on inclusion of every discipline
relevant to Resource Science programs. We concentrated first on identifying
individuals throughout the University who already had an interest and com-
mitment. Unity of purpose among individuals is more important than an
idealized spectrum of disciplines. In fact, the disciplines represented by these
individuals did cover quite a broad range and it was our hope that any success
we had would attract, as a natural uvolutionary process, other groups whose
talents are essential.

Program Evolution
The history of separation between the relevant disciplines has been long

enough, however, to make it unlikely that the kind of interaction we wished
would emerge through simple adminbitrative fiat. Rather, we established a
Ave -phase program that would proceed by a series of modest steps to gradu-
ally increase the cooperation and interaction between the disciplines.
Throughout, we emphasized the benefits of cooperation around specific pro-
grams in graduate training and research and placed considerable evrhasis on
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the value of computer simulation languages and techniques as a common
language through which the separate disciplines could communicate.

Step 1: Graduate Training
Fellowship support was available for Ph.D. students who had a thesis topic

with an interdisciplinary or synthetical character. Three were available the
first year, six the second, and seven for each of the succeeding years. In each
instance, the students were registered in existing departments or faculties
jointly with the Resource Science Centre and the committee advising the
students was drawn from a number of departments. A sequence of inter-
disciplinary core courses was established at the start of the program and
organized in four section= Principles of Renewable Resources; Regional Plan-
ning; Resource Economics; and Systems Agalyses and Statistics. Some of
these courses were initiated because of the new center and others were drawn
from existing courses modified to encompass the larger concern.

Step 2: Pine Faculty
Six new faculty were brought in over a 3-year period. The criteria were to

bring in people with new techniques of synthesis rather than of analysis and
in every instance the individual had a joint appointment between two groups.
It was in this way that we hoped to introduce not only new approaches and
methodologies but bridges between separate groups. The appearance of new
faculty spawned new courses that very often took the form of workshops in
which a variety of methods and concepts were explored around the focus of a
specific policy issue or research problem.

Step 3: Resource Sdence Computing Canter
The computer occupies a central place II: the development of a resource

science program, for it is the computer that has generated the languages and
integrated techniques that can, in principle, cope with the complex inter-
actions within and between resource systems and man. It provides the inte-
grative focus needed to stimulate coolie:Arlon between disciplines. With funds
provided by the Fisheries Research Board of Canada, the Institute of Re-
source Ecology obtained a small but powerful scientific computer (IBM
1130) for me initially by the ecologists of the Departments of Zoology and
Botany. Its function was to emphasize man/machine interaction. The Ford
Foundation grant helped expand this facility and open it to use by the
Resource Science Centre by the addition of optical and graphical output
devices as well as an analog computer. By having the machine operated on an
open 'shop basis, physically dose to students and faculty --and readily avail-
able for both training and researcha radically new dimension was opened for
the training of resource scientists and for the development of simulation
models and of management games. It has now operated long enough to make
clear that its initial focus on man/machine interaction ccs a valuable oas. It
has introduced any students and faculty to computer appication and has
opened quite new avenues to teaching and research.

For the first 2 years, the Resource Science computing facility was separate
from the main University Computer Centre. This armnirment had to be
maintained because of the legitimate reluctance of the Universkif Computer
Centre to undertake new activities before their merit was well established.



Now, however, we have cooperated with the University Centre to Interface
our facility with the large 360/67. The necessary equipment was purchased
with National Research Council of Canada funds and the programming re-
quired for interfacing has been done. This now provides an extremely
powerful device whereby the 360/67 handles the large-scale memory and
high-speed computing requirements and the Resource Schur computing
facility controls the input and graphical output. This enables us to develop
major propane in computer mapping, resource management games, and the
analysis of multidimensional simulation models.

Step 4: Resource Science Workshop
One of the essential Ingredients for the development of interactions be-

tween discipline that have traditionally remained separate is a working focus.
For this reason, a course entitled "Resource Sdence Workshop" was estab-
lished so that students and faculty from the various disciplines could grapple
with a specific resource problem of interest to all. Now that this course is well
established, it is recognised as a formal offering of the Faculty of Graduate
StudiesResource Ecology 500. The course has operated for 3 years and
during the first 2 years concentrated on the development of a simulation
model of reaeational land use in the Gulf Islands in British Columbia. The
goals of the workshop were: (1) to develop communication between the
disciplines; (2) to use the interdisciplinary group to discover how to go about
doing interdisciplinary research; and (3) to provide solutions for the specific
problem.

The achievement of these goals then led to the development of simulation
models that can be used to test the consequences a alternate policies. It was
because of the Iowans learned in these workshops that we initiated the next
phase of major research conducted in an interinstitutional as well as inter-
disciplinary environment.

Step & Research Focus
Any graduate training program can only persist if some major research

programs develop in conjunction with training. We are now facing resource
problems that require bridging the gaps between methodologies, between
disciplines and between institutions and these bridges can best be established
through the formation of interdisciplinary and interinstitutional research pro-

Tbe interdisciplinary Gulf Islands study was successful in devidng a viable
mechanism for synthedsing the specific and relatively narrow contributions
of individuals from various disciplines. Its success. suggested the same tech-
niques could' be applied to bridge not just the pps between methodologies
and disciplines but between institutions as well.

With this in mind, the Vancouver Regional Simulation Study was estab-
lished in the third year. It was conceived as a new approach to solving large-
scale and complex regional problems. Concern for our environment has been
voiced with Increased intensity and frequency during the lest pert of the
19601, and it was this concern and a desire on the part of the university to
move into the community that gave birth to the study.
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Its initial aim was to develop a simulation model of man/environment
interaction in the Lower Mainland of British Columbia. Its real goal is to
produce a policy-testing device by which i.oliticians, citizens, technicians, and
academics can intervene in a simulated work! to see the consequences of their
intervention. The models have ecological, economic, social, and physical
dimensions and the emphasis is to generate visual output on a television
screen in a form that anyone can relate to quickly.

The other feature of this project is that It is interinstitutionala coopera-
tive effort of the University of British Columbia, City of Vancouver, and the
Greater Vancouver Regional District. In this way, we hope to combine the
pragmatic realism of those responsible for implementation with the flexibility
and systems experience of the University. Approximately 75 people are
Involved ecologists, economists, architects, sociologists, geographers,
foresters, and plannersand it provides, we believe, a vehicle to demonstrate
new approaches to regional environmental planning.

As the project progresses ono the 4 years remaining, the technical develop-
ment of the model will be paralleled by a growing effort in designing an
environment for its proper use. The final goal is to use the model as a catalyst
to direct new interinstitutional frameworks and public involvement programs
to improve decisions affecting quality of life.

In summary, we have taken a very pragmatic step-like approach involving
only those people who want to be involved. Each step was chosen so as to be
adjustable and any success was to provide the basis to proceed to another
step. We feel convinced that the past history of fragmentation and the charge
of superficiality in interdisciplinary activities requires this step-like progres-
sion. Moreover, we placed great emphasis on the methodology provided by
the computer and computer languages. Otherwise, the different disciplines
with their radically different concepts would sunder any interdisciplinary
program. The computer and its language provides a powerful device to handle
complex resource environmental systems and provides a common language
that different disciplines can communicate through.

Relation to Other University Departments
The Resource Science Centre acts to ficilitate the development of pro-

grams within existing groups. In fact, as a measure of our strong belief in
evolutionary approaches to institutional change, we insisted that the Re-
source Science Centre not be a formal administrative entity. It is simply an ad
hoc committee within our Faculty of Graduate Studies (which in itself is an
interdisciplinary faculty) and has never gone through the necessary steps for
formal recognition. Again, we feel that, if we have any success, it would be
much better to allow formality to develop as a logical consequence of our
success. Interdisciplinary research does not develop through an administration
flat.

Normally, the great disadvantage in this approacjt would be that the
budget would have to be obtained totally from outside the University. This is,
in part, true. Howlver, one of the existing institutes in the University, the
Institute of Animal Resource Ecology, has had a long history of research and
training in population ecology and resource management. Members of this
Institute generated the development of the Resource Science Centre and the
Institute provided and ,continues to provide an administrative home for it.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AT SANTA CRUZ

Benjamin A. Shaine
Coordinator of Environmental Studies

Founded on the premise that the university should participate directly in
the solution of environmental problems, the environmental studies program
at the University of California, Santa Cruz, sponsors an undergraduate major,
operates a central office on campus, and initiates research and public service
projects. Workshops, seminars, lectures, and problem-oriented task forces
bring students, faculty, and nonacademic profesdonak together in investiga-
tions of specific issues. In addition, through several seminars, students and
faculty are w 'king to develop a theoretical base for the analysis of complex
environmentar problems. In these projects, the distinction between teaching,
learning, research, and action k being erased.

Origin c4 the Program
Since it opened 7 years ago, the Santa Cruz campus has been involved in

environmental issum. The location of the campus (amid the redwoods, on the
coast, on the growing edge of the San Francisco regional city) attracted
people who were interested in the natural environment. Once they were on
campus, the flexible academic structure gave them the opportunity to in-
corporate their concern into the curriculum. Until 1970, however, thk
activity arose spontaneously without coordination, mostly in the form of
interdisciplinuy courses sponsored by the individual colleges of the Santa
Cm: collegiate syxtem.

In 1970, the environmenal movement sweeping the country :buck
especially hard at Santa Cruz. The primary initiatives that led to the present
program came from Professor of Politim Grant McConnell, who chaired a
committee of students and faculty charged with coming up with an environ-
mental studies curriculum. Things moved very quickly. Professor McConnell
had arrived on campus only in September 1969. By the following April, his
committee had reported, recommending: (1) that the resources of the entire
campus should be coordinated in a new environmental studies program; (2)
that the prop= should start with an undergraduate major; (8) that the
possibility of establishing an environmental center should be studied; and (4)
that the whole project should be supervised by an hderdkciplinary com-
mittee.

Actually, events moved even more quickly than the report would indicate.
By fall 1970, Protestor Richard Cooley had come from the University of
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Washington to chair the new program and the environmental center was in
existence, unofficially and small scale, under a full-time coordinator. Funding
for this center was $13,000 from the state and $17,000 from a small, private
foundation. Seventy-five students registered in the new environmental major
that first year.

Original Goals
Underlying the original proposal for an environmental program was the

belief that environmental studies is not a discipline in itself and that the
environmental program should not develop as a department competing with
other departments. It would not hire faculty. It would not sponsor many
courses itself. Instead, it would lobby among the disciplines and within the
individual colleges at Santa Cruz to influence the hiring of faculty and the
creation of interdisciplinary courses. The environmental center was conceived
as a service facility for the campus, assisting lathe writing of grant proposals,
disseminating information throughout the campus and community, and spon-
soring public lectures.

Evolution of the Program
The faculty and staff hired to man the program brought new ideas with

them. They saw the center becoming the initiator of a wide range of projects,
as a tool for developing a problem-focused undergraduate education. The
center was to provide a library and a meeting place; but more than that, it
was to sponsor issue-oriented research task forces. With the help of the center
staff, undergraduate teams would study environmental problems and issue
reports, receiving academic credit for their work. Taking advantage of the
flexible Santa Cruz system, the program was able to offer credit for virtually
any worthwhile student project. Going beyond its original goals, the program
envisioned establishing a center where visiting ficulty, postdoctoral students,
undergraduates, and nonacadethic professionals would work together without
the harassment of grades, formal classes, and examinations. The vision was of
a center which would help change both the world and the nature of a college
education.

During the first year, much was accomplished. The undergraduate majors
participated in a program of minimum structure in which the primary require-
ments were a substantial senior thesis and participation in a broadly con-
ceptual seminar in the junior year. Emphasis was placed on student research
and independent study. The student task force idea was implemented. Under
the leadership of a graduate student in geology, a team began studies of the
ecology and geology of the Santa Cruz Mountains. The former county
planner was hired to lead a workshop which produced a substantial report on
coastal land use regulation. Students from that workshop led oft testimony
before the State Assembly hearings on coastal legislation. A program staff
member was loaned to the community to organize the local Earth Day cele-
bration. Under the leadership of an undergraduate student, five students
worked in environmental education in the public schools of Santa Cruz. The
program assisted the student organic garden project through the bureaucratic
maze of the university, as the garden grew toward a full model farm in the
center of the campus. The program obtained a grant from the Sierra Club
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Foundation and sent five students and a staff member to Alasko to initiate a
major study of wilderness resources.

Campus support for the program was strong. All three academic divisions
(natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities) contributed to the program,
enabling it, for example, to bring ecologist Stanley Cain to teach the environ-
mental seminar required of all majors. Student support was very strong,
swamping the worhhops and seminars.

Ambitiously and optimistically, the program set out to get substantial
outside funding for 197142. Grant proposals went to Rockefeller, Ford,
Mellon, and several smaller foundations. By the current academic year, the
program hoped to hire half a dozen young research associates towork with
undergraduate projects, to sponsor student internships with agencies and en-
vironmental organizations across the country, and to bring several top notch
experts to campus as visiting faculty. But over the summer the rejection
letters came in, and at present the program is operating on less money than
during the first year.

The lack of anticipated funding meant a postponement of plans and a
revision of some of the methods used to reach the goals of the program. The
flexible, personal nature of the undergraduate major places a huge demand on
faculty time. Originally, it was intended that a staff of ambitious young
activists and qualified nonacademic professionals (including lawyers, planners,
and others) would provide the nececany guidance for undergraduate students.
The presence of a small number (10 to 15) of graduate students in environ-
mental studies, who would participate as workshop and task force leaders, has
since emerged as a possible way to supplement the full-time staff. In addition,
a small graduate program in which students worked with great independence
on problem-oriented research would help fill a national need for highly
trained environmental activists. At present, the environmental studies pro-
gram is revising its grant requests to include such a graduate program.

Kresge College

In the fall of 1971, Kresge College, sixth residential college in the Santa
Cruz system, opened with three hundred students and an academic theme of
"Man and his Environment." Eighteen new professors were hired for Kresge,
and the opportunity was there to develop the best faculty of environmental
studies in the country. From the point of view of natural environment
studies. Kresge has been partially successful. The Chairman of the environ-
mental studies program was an advisor to the Provost of Kresge College; and
several fine faculty members wen hired in critical areas, including pee°.
ecology, applied environmental science, and environmental economics. But
faculty hiring at Santa Cruz is a complex process involvieg bargaining be-
tween the traditional academic departments (which pay half of a professor's
salary) and the 'colleges (Which pay the other half). A further complication
was the desire of Kresge College to have a faculty interested not only in the
natural ;environment, but in building Kresge as an experimental social environ-
ment, using encounter groups and other community-building techniques. The
net result was a compromise all around. A large portion of the new students
at Kresge have strong environmental interests; and as Kresge develops its own
courses, field studies, and internship program, the environmental curriculum
at Santi Cruz will be greatly enriched.



UC-Santa Cruz as a Place for an Environmental Program
Santa Cruz is a new campus with a flexible academic structure and a policy

of educational innovation. As a result, it is almost ideal as a setting for
interdisciplinary or problem-oriented programs. Within the undergraduate
residential colleges, faculty and students can create courses or dissolve them
at will and can design special academic majors to suit their needs. The entire
campus is on a pass-fail system; no grades are given in courses. There are no
entrenched professional schools in subjects like forestry or planning which
might feel threatened by a new environmental studies program.

As it is now, the environmental studies program is a central agency stimu-
lating the growth of environmental concern throughout the campus, taking
advantage of this Santa Cruz flexibility without treading on the toes of other
existing programs. Under the direction of the chairman of the environmental
studies committee, the program hires its own staff to man the informal en-
vironmental center and to develop the program as a whole. At present, en-
vironmental studies does not hire faculty, but with the strong coo Lion of
Kresge College and many academic departments has succeeded in bringing
sympathetic faculty to campus. Environmental studies can, however, hire
special faculty on a short-term basis and currently a planner and a hod!.
culturalist are listed as lecturers in environmental studies. The chairman of
the environmental studies committee is also chairman of geography, which
does control several faculty positions directly.

At Santa Cruz, as at most university campuses, faculty are expected to
publish within their academic discipline. This emphasis has made it difficult
in some cases to retain faculty who have participated in interdisciplinary
teaching and public service to the neglect of their other work.

Problems the Environmental Studies Program Has Faced
As discussed above, the program has had great difficulty raising the funds

to support its special research projects and public service efforts. On the other
hand, institutional support for faculty hiring and curriculum flexibility is
generous. There is virtually no institutional resistance to the goals of the
environmental program.

Faculty from the humanities have not been as active in the program as
those from the natural and social sciences. Exploration of the values and
needs of people as they relate to the natural environment has suffered as a
result. New faculty hiring for 1972-73 may, however, strengthen participation
of the humanities.

The great flexibility of the environmental studies major makes it suitable
only for those students with a firm sense of direction and the capacity for
independent work. But many students who are unsure of their scholarly
interests are drawn to the program by its lack of specific requirements and its

Starting this fall, the program has required a substantial essay, outlining a
idealistic problem-solving focus. Some of these students are becoming lost.

proposed course of study, from each .of its majors. This essay is designed to

addition, the essay will weed out students not seriously interested in environ-
mental

students understand their own goals and to assist academic advisors. In

mental studies.
The program will never be able to handle large numbers of major students

because of the faculty time required for the workshops, seminars, and Writ-
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vidual study projects. How to cope with the many students requesting a
major in environmental studies is a real problem.

The program is acutely aware of another deficiency: the Santa Cruz
student body is almost exclusively white and upper middle dass. Located in
the redwoods above a scenic coast, the campus tendi to promote an aristo-
cratic concern fur conservation of beautiful places without sufficient
emphasis on the problems of urban areas and minority groups. A black
professor whose appointment is shared by community studies and geography
is attempting to rectify this situation. New appointments in college VII
(which is to be an undergraduate college with an urban focus) and stress on
minority faculty hiring in existing colleges will also help change the character
of the campus.

Priorities for the Future
The program will continue to seek outside funds to develop an environ-

mental center which is a hub of varied activity. Top priority goes to student
research projects and student internship and field opportunities. Possibly as
soon as this spring, half a dozen or more students will be working full time in
Washington, D.C., for the Environmental Protection Agency and for lobbying
groups such as the Highway Action Coalition and Zero Popuhdon Growth.
Upon their return to Santa Cruz in the fall, these students will play a leading
role in a series of seminars on environmental politics. As the environmental
studies program grows into a full fledged center, it will be more able to meet
its primary goal: educating its students and the public in the analysis of
environmental problems and in carrying those problems through to solution
in the public arena.

When Kresge College doubles in size next fall, environmental studies hopes
that an environmental lawyer, a professional in environmental design, and a
demographer will be added to the faculty. With those additions, the program
will be able to draw on a very complete environmental belay housed in a
dozen different disciplines.

Finally, by the fall of 1972 the program hopes to have established a small
graduate program, one involving graduate students in undergraduate activities
and taking advantage of the varied graduate level courses offered at the other
University of California campuses.



INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

William C. Jolley
Assistant Director

Original Goals

The Institute for Environmental Quality was established by the Regents of
the University of Michigan to encourage interdisciplinary studies and research
in relation to environmental quality problem

The initiative for the Institute arose out of conversations between U-M
officers and officials of the Rockefeller Foundation. The Foundation was
seeking ways in which it might move substantially into the environmental
quality field, particularly in higher education. The Foundation wished to
optimize its investments by concentrating efforts in universities already
proven capable of research and graduate education of high calibre. The Uni-
versity of Michigan, for its part, had such a history of successful endeavors' in
many of its component units such as the Schools of Natural Resources and
Public Health, and the Colleges of Architecture and Design, Engineering and
Literature, Science and the Arts. However, integration of efforts was sub-
optimal, in part, because of the separate missions of individual units and the
resultant diffusion of university competence and resources.

When the Rockefeller Foundation awarded the University a $750,000
grant in December 1969, the means to address the problems more coherently
were provided. At this same time, a university committee, consisting of
faculty and students of the School of Natural Resources and faculty drawn
from six other university units and chaired by the Dean of the Graduate
School, was assessing the status of future roles of the School of Natural
Resources. This committee included among its recommendations to the Presi-
dent "... the early establishment of an inter-college interdisciplinary Insti-
tute or Center for Environmental Affairs.'"

Regental action formally established such an umbrella structure in the
form of The Institute for Environmental Quality in March 1970. While a
Director was not appointed until July 1970, early action by the Vice Presi-
dent for Research led to establishment and4warding of ten graduate fellow.
ships in environmental quality by April 1970, and to two new faculty ap-
pointments effective for the 1970-71 academic year.

1 Progress Report, Natural Resources Review Committee, January 8, 1970.
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Program Evolution

IEQ has operated with a Director but 14 months, and the original con-
ceptual pattern for the Institute as developed in the University proposal to
the Rockefeller Foundation has been adhered to. This blueprint for develop-
ment has seen the graduate fellowship program expanded to support 20
students in Academic Year 1971-72. Institute funds are supporting part of
the salaries of three new faculty members on a prearranged phaseout schedule
as the home academic units build toward permanent, full budget support.

Initiation research grants to faculty and faculty student teams have been
made to support first-phase efforts of over 20 projects involving students and
faculty representing a score of academic disciplines. Grants are normally for
less than $10,000 each, and for a maximum of a year's time.

Some action projects, as opposed to research, have also been supported.

Intro - University Relations

IEQ works almost exclusively through other units of the University. Its
staff is adininistutive only and it carries on neither research nor academic
activities' directly. Rather, research funds, once awarded for work which
meets. Institute criteria, are spent by the project director and he and his
academic (or research) home unit are responsible for provision of research
and staff spice and facilities. .

.

With respect to undergraduate education, the Institute has little immediate
involvement. Minor support for one course needing special equipment on very
short notice was rendered but, in general, the teaching and supporting of
individual courses are considered the proper province and responsibility of
the academic units.

Graduate involvement is largely confined to two principal lines of activity.
the aforementioned research grant program of IEQ nearly always involves
graduate students in the actual research work and, not infrequently, some
undergraduates as well. In fact, Institute criteria for funding "seed research"
projects include the degree and nature, of student involvement. The second
major activity pursued by IEQ relating to graduate education is the Environ-
mental Quality Fellowship Program. Thew fellowships are open to any gradu-
ate student in the university pursuing a doctoral or advanced professional
degree: The fellowthips provide stipends, dependency allowance, and com-
plete tuition payments for each recipient for either two or two and one-half
terms per year. They are annually renewable for a maximum of 3 years.
Criteria for selection include intellectual and academic credentials and ref-
erences, but particularly the relevance and promise of the student's proposed
graduate program to career-professional work on ono or more environmental
quality problems. Preference is given those applicants who seek to develop
inter- or multidisciplinary skills to apply to environmental problem-solving.
Fellows. retain their academic homes in the departments and carry out their
degree work under traditional faculty committee guidance. However, the
Institute. requies all Fellows to meet in a seminar biWeekly throughout the
academic year. This seminar seeks to foster interdisciplinary communication
and cooperation, and to give the students practical experience in assessment
Of each other's programs and.of selected faculty research projects which strive
for interdisciplinary approaches to environmental problem-solving.
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The Institute has no formal involvement with continuing education, but
the Director spends a considerable amount of time addressing professional,
academic, and lay groups on environmental matters. He has also been in-
volved in several management training sessions and symposia aimed at public
utility executives as they deal in a corporate sense with environmental
quality.

Community service has been aided by the Institute primarily through its
initial support of the Student Environmental Consulting Service (S.E.C.S.). It
is a unit within the officially recognized student organization, ENACT
(Environmental Action) at the University of Michigan. SECS is dedicated
exclusively to assisting community environmental groups and individuals con-
cerned with the technical aspects of environmental problems. SECS be came
operational on the basis of a seed grant from IEQ.

Finally, some attention must be given to IEQ's role as an information
clearinghouse. The Institute has become increasingly visible and is often con-
tacted by individuals on and off campus for information and assistance. Be-
cause IEQ staff seeks to keep up-to-date on developments in education, re-
search, and government which relate to environmental quality and because
IEQ is sought out by others with information or other needs, it is in a unique
position to serve as an information conduit on an informal basis. Coordina-
tion among units on campus is pursued by IEQ in this manner, but not in the
sense of operational line authority.

Governance
Institute staff consists of a Director, an Assistant Director, and a Secretary.

There are no other paid positions budgeted for nor contemplated at present,
therefore no problems of recruitment, hiring, promotion, tenure, etc.

The closest activity IEQ has in this regard is that mentioned earlier pertain-
ing to new faculty. When an academic unit, usually the department, wishes to
recruit a particular individual, perhaps opportunistically, and yet hasn't
budgetary flexibility to do so, it can request short-term, finite assistance from
IEQ. The department must have in sight a bona fide faculty opening for the
individual, must be able to build the raw person into its budget within 3
years, and must initiate the request to the Institute. If the individual com-
bines sound, disciplinary credentials with interest and competence in an
environmental area, he may be supported, in part, for up to 3 years while his
department gradually absorbs his salary. At no time does the Institute exer-
cise control over his promotion or tenure, however.

Problems

The principal difficulty is shortage of funds. Under the IEQ concept in a
university such as Michigan, much larger funds could be used to advantage.
For every worthy graduate student who wishes the support and freedom an
IEQ Fellowship brings to pursue programs of study and degree research some-
what out of the mainstream of any singledepartment, there are many others
not so supported and without that freedom: There are other research efforts
of the same or larger scale as those IEQ supports which fall to get off the
ground or falter because of the lack of crucial support at critical times and
which may not be in concert with external funding agencies' tempo. There
are more "high risk" or nontraditional programs that merit support. Few
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traditional sources of funds will experiment with them as IEQ can do to some
degree.

There have been very few instances of resistance to what IEQ seeks to do
or of criticism of what it has done.

Future Priorities
A prime consideration is to seek a broader and larger base of support in

dollars than presently exists. The tight fiscal situation in this as in other states
has precluded the degree of general fund support by the University contem-
plated when IEQ was created and required if the Institute is to have an
optimal impact on environmental affairs within the University.

There is no present intent to deviate from the basic operatingphilosophy
of the Iistitute with respect to other University units or activities.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN GREEN BAY

Edward W. Weidner, Chancellor

The University of Wisconsin-Green Bay is a relatively recent arrival on the
educational scene. Its new main campus, was occupied and its new academic
plan was implemented in the fall of 1969. In the few years that have passed
since that time, UWGB has become well known for its institution-wide focus
on Man and His Environment. It has been called "Survival U" and "Ecology
U" by some who have sought a concise description.

.

The selection of Man and His Environment as the central themewas made
on the basis of pedagogical rather than ecological considerations. The new
institution was authorized by the 1965 State Legislature, and within a year
the site was identified and the Chancellor appointed. The guidelines for the
University were relatively few. The Coordinating Council for Higher Educa-
tion, the Regents, and the President of the University of Wisconsin system all
agreed that the new institution should not be a small carbon copy of the
Madison Campus, and yet it should reflect the tradition of quality and liberal
education associated with that campus. UWGB was to identify its own
distinctive mission within these broadest of guidelines. It had to do so in a
very few months, given the commitment to open within 3 years of the begin-
ning of the planning period.

In connection with another assignment, I had begun making a survey of
the criticisms of higher education during the late spring and summer of 1966.
Upon being appointed Chancellor, I finished the survey as rapidlyas possible.

The atmosphere of higher education in 1966 was an unhappy one. Criti-
cisms of universities were mounting at a rapid rate. There was a long list of
complaints, perhaps a dozen or so major ones. Yet one continuing point
dominated them all: higher education was directionless. It bad no theme or
flavor. It was each discipline or profession for itself. The world outside the
campus was largely ignored. Professors were interested in getting ahead in
their professions and not in teaching students. Requirements and courses
were piled on top of each other without substantial relation to any central
objective. In short, the universities lacked relevance.

The alleviation of these alleged difficulties in a new university seemed to
follow rather easily, at least in rather broad terms. Three elements stood out:
the importance of affective learning especially in regard to a heightened sense
of social responsibility; the need for the undergraduate experience to be
integrative; and the demand for application of learning and knowledge to the
problems of society.
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Discussions ensued with the President's Office, with two small faculty or
staff advisory committees, with a series of lay community advisory commit-
tees, and with three national institutes or seminars of governing board
members and senior administrators. These discussions confirmed the diagnosis
and the general prescription. Within 6 monthsin March 1967the pre-
liminary Academic Plan was approved by the Board of Regents and CCHE.
During the following year, the plan was studied intensively by faculty and
student advisory committees and by a series of outside consultants. The latter
were usually brought to Green Bay to attend one of eight planning institutes
for the new university. Again, the direction of the plan was greeted with
enthusiasm, and the final Academic Plan received official approval in March
1968.

The decision to focus on Man and His Environment thus stemmed from
educational considerations. Certainly in 1966 environment was not a particu-
larly crucial problem in the public eye. However, it did provide a means of
illustrating how all activities and all areas of knowledge of a university could
be relevant to a major social problem. Discussions with faculty, students, and
community made it evident that they believed the concept of a problem-
oriented, socially concerned, and integrated educational plan could be effec-
tively carried out with a Man and His Environment theme.

At the same time that the problem of Man and His Environment was
selected, it was determined to organize the University on the basb of four
theme colleges, each college having an aspect of the environment as its special
focus. Within each college, the faculty was to be grouped into Concentra-
tions, or more specific environmental problem areas. Thus, from the
beginning, UWGB has been organized on an interdisciplinary-transdisciplinary
basis.

Students are given a choice of some 12 Concentrations from among which
to choose a major. In addition, should they wish, they may select a disciplin-
ary field and/or a professional application. In this instance, they must apply
their discipline or profession to the environmental problem area of the Con-
centration, thus helping to maintain the integrative nature of their educa-
tional experience.

Problem-oriented learning also requires an experiential base. It should be
community action-oriented. UWGB has specified that students have at least
two off-campus experiences during the undergraduate years: one in the Upper
Great Lakes Region and one in some other area. The latter experience is to
provide a student with a culture contrast. The emphasis is on community
problems concerning the environment.

Another requisite of problem-oriented education is to encourage student
initiative learning. Problem-solving abilities are not developed very readily by
lockstep education. Rather, problem-solvers have attributes of initiative, prag-
matic adaptation, and imagination. There is every reason to encourage the
flowering of such attributes during the higher education experience.

In the 21/2 years of operation under the new Academic Plan, UWGB has
made some modifications in each of these three areas. In regard to the
colleges and Concentrations, the experience of the first year was instructive.
At that time, budget, personnel, and curricular decisions were heavily vested
in the. colleges, each headed by a Dean. This was inevitable, since the new
faculty was just being assembled. The result was that each college tended to
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develop barriers that prevented students freedom of choice of all courses and
all curricular programs of the University. In addition, the basic faculty units,
the Concentrations, were weak, relatively speaking.

Therefore, a realignment of responsibilities was carried out during July
1970. The academic program was unified under a Dean of the Colleges, thus
greatly reducing any possible intercollege barriers. In addition, budget, per-
sonnel, and curricular decisions were largely decentralized to the Concentra-
tions. The latter move strengthened faculty leadership at the Concentration
level and made St possible to flesh out and develop the environment-based,
Interdisciplinary Concentration themes. Each chairman reports directly to the
Dean of the Colleges. At the same time, inter - Concentration barriers have
been avoided; the roles of the Dean of the Colleges and his Concentration
Ccundl (the chairmen of each Concentration) have been noteworthy in this
regard.

Experiential education has developed steadily during the first few years.
Substantial energy has been put into Identifying opportunities for off-campus
student experiences. The number, diversity, and quality of these experiences
has broadened. Whether this trend will or can continue even up to a time
when UM:1B has 10,000 or more students remains to be seen. So far, there is
room for optimism.

There have been two particularly promising forms of this off-campus
experience, the communiversity project and the Action program. UWOB has
engaged in 15 or 20 communiversity projects of some substantial nature.
Through the typical communiversity project, undergraduate teaching, applied
research, and community outreach and action merge effectively into a single
intellectual function. One of the largest of these projects involves a lake that
has some problems of water quality. A combination of University resources,
assistance from the national government, and support from the county gov-
ernment has permitted an intensive study of the lake, aiming toward com-
munity action to eliminate the difficulties.

Undergraduate students receive credit for working on the project, and
professors use the lake and the data collected about it as illustrative material
in courses in several different disciplines. It is truly a cooperative effort, with
people trained in political science, law, economics, sociology, chemistry,
biology, llmnology, and other fields participating. Thus, many individuals
profit, by experience, from an applied research and community outreach
project.

The University of Wisconsin-Green Bay has recently been granted funds by
the University Year for Action program. This Federal grant, one of six in the
country, will enable UWOB students to participate fully in the day-to-day
operations of community action agencies engaged in antipoverty work.
Students work full-time for 12 months with a particular agency while at the
same time earning approximately 30 academic credits toward their degree.
During this activity the students are provided with a subsistence allowance
and a modest stipend drawn from the grant funds.

The program provides a more coinprehensive opportunity for off-campus
credit work than previously available to our students. MAY junior4evel
students are presently working with agencies involved in legal counseling,
economic development, debt counseling, talent search, day care, nutritional
planning, offender rehabilitation, and other poverty-related activities. This
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program is truly consistent with the communiversity approach, and it pro-
vides an additional opportunity for students who have maturity and initiative
to explore alternative routes to a &glee.

Student Initiative education has, in some ways, been the most elusive of
the major objectives of the academic plan. The problem here is several fold:
(a) to encourage all students to take at least a substantial measure of initiative
in their own learning; (b) to provide a rather complete range of student
initiative learning opportunities for those who would like them (perhaps 10%
of a student body); and (c) to keep all-university requirements down to a
minimum.

AU- university requirements have been kept minimal, and recently have
actually been reduced in number. There are only two of them currently: a
4-year sequence of Liberal Education Seminars and a distribution require-
ment (five credits In each college). There are several ways in which each
requirement can be met, and students are encouraged to petition out of the
requirements by presenting alternative ways In which they wish to meet the
spirit of the educational philosophy underlying the requirements. The Liberal
Education Seminars relate closely to the Concentrations, thus further sup-
porting an Integrative approach to education.

Formerly, a tool subject requirement also existed on an au-university level.
This has been modified to be adaptive for each Concentration, as appropriate
for each student. One basic difficulty with student initiative education is that
students coming to a university do not automatically know how to take
initiative In their own learning. Some may actually have an antipathy toward
the idea. An attempt has been made, not too successfully to date, to assist
freshmen in this regard.

UWGB has moved rapidly toward the open university idea, with much
flexibility for each student. Much of the operatIonalization of this objective
has taken place in the last year. Thus, any student can develop his own
Concentration proposal, if one of the 12 does not seem to be appropriate.
Students may get credit for learning outside the classroom, as well as for
certain experiences. They may take any course examination, whether they
attend class or not. It has been time-consuming, even though not very diffi-
cult, to operatlonalize these facets of the plan.

There have been no difficulties with our first graduates finding jobs or
being accepted into graduate or professional schools. In fact, the Man and His
Environment approach has been a positive advantage in these respects.

Environmental education Is far more basic to academic first prindples than
adding a few conservation courses to the curriculum. It is a part of a problem
approach that emphasizes social responsibility and Integrative learning.

We must wait for the longer run for an adequate and full evaluation of
what we are doing, of course. In the meantime, the response of faculty
members and students at UWGB is encouraging. Esprit is high. Increasing
numbers of highly qualified students from an expanding geographical area are
applying for admission. This would indicate that the academic plan is especi-
ally attractive to the current generation of students.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES ON ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN MADISON

John E. Ross
Associate Director, Institute for Environmental Studies

The offices of our Institute for Environmental Studies at the University of
Wisconsin, Madison, are on the 13th floor of the Meteorology and Space
Science Building. The view, toward the south is magnificent, across a once
glaciated and now heavily wooded area of the city. In the middle distance lies
Lake Wingra, a small inland lake bordered by the city and its storm sewers on
one side, and the University's arboretum on the other. Lake Wingra is
eutrophic. The city has influenced it. To find out how much, the Institute for
Environmental Studies has been conducting a 3-year lake system modeling
project under the International Biological Program with NSF funding.

The Lake Wingra project requires data from a spectrum of scientists, in
phase. It is, by conception, interdisciplinarystudents and faculty,across the
disciplines. For success, the interface operations must work. We will know in
another year or so how well.

The Lake Wingra project is one visible expression of our commitment at
this institution to probe our abilities to do interdisciplinary work in environ-
mental studies. This project and others are built on several years of formula.
tion.

Two converging trends of thinking by faculty occurred In the early 1960s.
The Interdisciplinary Studies Committee, appointed by the President in 1962,
was concerned with the role the University should play in the emerging need
for combining the expertise of different disciplines toward the understanding
and solution of a number of problems of our times that transcended our
traditional disciplinary boundaries: poverty, racism, war and peace, land use
and misuse, environmental deterioration, etc.

By about 1964, it had become apparent to the committee that the Univer-
sity had great strength in the component disciplines concerned with particu-
larly those issues on the environment, but that there was little coordination
or communication to bring this variety of strengths to bear on the emerging
broad environmental problems. It suggested to the University administration
that the time was ripe to organize an effort to capitalize on these strengths to
make possible a major effort in interdisciplinary environmental studies.

About the same time an ad hoc faculty group largely from Agriculture,
Engineering, and Letters and Science put together plans for a pilot project in
environmental studies, to involve the collaboration of a number of disciplines
in a series of interdisciplinary environmental studies. This led eventually to
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the establishment of an Institute for Environmental Studies under the super.
vision of the Graduate School, directed by Professor Gerald A. Rohllch. The
Pilot Project and later Institute were funded by a grant from the National
Institutes of Health.

These two developments led the Chancellor to appoint the Madison
Campus Special Committee on Environmental Studies in November 1965.
This committee consisted of two faculty members appointed by each Dean
plus a chairman appointed by the Chancellor. It was charged with reviewing
environmental research proposals and recommending long-term administrative
arrangements for capitalizing on the great strength of the campus disciplines
in the environmental area.

The Madison Campus Special Committee on Environmental Studies
adopted, on March 15, 1966, a series of defining statements about environ-
mental studies that hold today. The essential elements of concern, quoted
from that document, are as follows:

1. We are concerned with the environment of man.
2. We are concerned with the total environment: its social, cultural,

economic, and esthetic, as well as its physical and biological, aspects.
3. We are concerned with interdisciplinary studies.
4. We are concerned with integrated studies that have as their ultimate

rationale the development of open-ended solutions for environmental
problems, rather than short-term solutions.

5. While we recognize the essential importance of strengthening existing
disciplines, we look toward teaching, research, and extension configura-
tions that will transcend traditional lines of endeavor, and are con-
cerned with the wholeness of the relationship between mart and the
total environment. In a real sense, we seek to provide a university
environment in which integrated environmental studies can be accom-
plished and in which the fruits of such research can be reflected in
improved campus teaching and community service.

This last thought is echoed in Faculty Document 279, which was adopted
by our faculty on December 1, 1969, defining the purpose of the University:

The primary purpose of a University Is to provide an environment in which
faculty and students can discover. examine critically, preserve. and trap nit the
knowledge. wisdom. and values that will help ensure the survival of the present
and future generations with improvement in the quality of life.

That document goes on to say:

Ways should be found to allow students and faculty to engage in the inter-
disciplinary efforts that are Implied by the statement of purpose.

By this time a Committee on Environmental Studies Advisory to the
Chancellor was active and in December 1969 submitted a report to the
Chancellor. The report of the committee proposed that the Institute for
Environmental Studies, which had been operating as a research unit in the
Graduate School, be restructured. Some of the key recommendations of that
committee are as follows:

1. That the Institute for Environmental Studies be established as a unit
within the University of Wisconsin, Madison, to initiate, conduct, and
coordinate interdisciplinary programs in environmental studies.
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That all elements of the Madison academic community committed to
environmental studies shall be eligible to be served by the resources of
the Institute and to participate in its programs and their development.
In turn, all elements shall receive the benefits provided by the Institute
leadership, consistent with the provisions of this document.

2. That the Institute shill have as its functions: Providing leadership in
interdisciplinary, environmental research for the Madison campus;
initiating and supporting cross disciplinary undergraduate and graduate
degree programs and cross-disciplinary courses at the undergraduate and
graduate level; improving internal communication among groups in-
volved in environmental research, training, and extension programs of
the University.

3. That the Institute will initiate new, and coordinate existing, research
programs in the environmental sciences.

4. That the Institute have the authority to initiate interdisciplinary
courses at the undergraduate and graduate level and undergraduate and
graduate training programs in environmental studies in accord with the
procedure of the colleges, including the graduate school.

5. That the Institute will develop and foster programs of internal com-
munications among the campus faculty members on questions of
environmental research and education and adult education.

6. That the Institute shall have a director who will be appointed by the
Chancellor and who will report to him.

7. That the Institute be the administrative organization for those existing
or new centers, research programs, and curricular piograms that may
elect to join the organization.

8. That the Institute could initiate recommendations for academic ap-
pointments within the Institute or in concert with other University
organizations.

9. That faculty review be accomplished by the Institute and the existing
divisional committees.

10. That the Institute develop a budget.

11. That the Institute director and executive committee shall serve as a
committee to coordinate and review those programs and policies in
environmental studies referred by the Chancellor.

These recommendations were accepted by the Chancellor in January 1970
and reported to the Regents in February 1970. Reid A. Bryson, Professor of
Meteorology, was named director. Since that time the Institute has been
moving to conceptualize research, courses, and curricula.

Included in the Institute as research entities at this time are the Center for
Climatic Research, the Marine Studies Center, the Lake Wingra Program
desalbed briefly in the opening of this article; and the Remote Sensing
program. There are a number of other research groupings, some of which are
listed below:

A Regional Environmental Decision-Making Study on Lake Superior
A Metal Resources Recovery & Recycling Feasibility Study
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A Problem Definition Seminar: Energy Uses
A Problem Definition Seminar: Land Use
Quantitative Ecosystem Development and Modeling Project
A project on the Sensitivity of Society to Environmental Change
A project to Monitor a Thermal (Coal) Electric Power Production Plant
Upper Great Lakes Regional Recreation Planning Study

Several of these are financed through a grant to the Institute by the RANN
division of the National Science Founchtion. In each case our goal is to bring
disciplines together.

It is not currently possible to establish new degrees at the University of
Wisconsin. We are, however, working to develop degree proposals at the
graduate and undergraduate level. Student interest is keen and there are some
exciting courses evolving from our research programs, so we are making avail-
able a number of course offerings, including the following:

IES 101Forum on the EnvironmentPhilosophical, political, and
social implications of environmental problem's.

IES 400Environmental Core SeminarIntensive, interdisciplinary
study of environmental topics.

IES 606Modeling and Analysis of Environmental SystemsAn upper-
level course in systems modeling intended for students in both the
physical and life sciences.

IES 699Humanistic Approach to the EnvironmentMan's societies,
values, nature, religion, etc., and the manner in which they have
affected his government.

IFS 699Law in Natural Resources ManagementStudy and participa-
tion in the legal process which influences the use and conservation of
natural resources.

IES 760Research Proseminar in Quantitative Environmental Studies
Presentations and discussion of its members' environmental research,
plus lectures covering relevant research techniques and related
methodological questions.

IES 761-0)lloquium in Air Pollution A broad-based research - oriented
seminar in air pollution for graduate students.

Our College of Letters and Sciences this year approved an "Independent
Studies Major" for undergraduates. We are working with a number of these
students in developing environmental studies programs that then must be
approved in their college.

The University also has a committee degree option for graduate students.
The Institute currently shares academic, responsibility with departments for a
number of these programs.

We do not look at the Institute as, nor is it in fact, a clearinghouse
operation, nor is its aim one of strengthening programs "within" depart-
ments; rather the goal is strengthening programs among and between. It is not
designed to build up a mutually exclusive core of faculty residing exclusively
in the Institute; rather it is one of bringing together people currently on our
campus, adding competence where there are unique new combinations of
expertise.

The University has a strong and aggressive extension program with many
components interested in environmental problems. The Institute has, as a
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goal, building these ties to community education. Currently, one research
project is directed by an extension appointee. A good many of our research
programs have built-in ties with off-campus organizations. For example, our
Remote Sensing project has been conducted jointly with the state Depart-
ment of Natural Resources. The power plant study mentioned above is sup-
ported by industry.

The Institute is one of a number of organizations on our campus interested
in environmental problems. On the one hand are the classical, disciplinary
studies of the relationships of organisms to their environment. There is also a
major School of Natural Resources on this campus with departments and
degree programs. The University has a major Sea Grant Program. There are
organizational stresses and strains in all of this, but fortunately our campus is
one where intracampus communication is alive and kicking.

The Institute currently has a number of professorial and adjunct appoint-
ments. Most of the professorial appointments are joint with departments,
however two such tenured appointments are in the Institute. There is not
currently outside recruitment because of .a budget freeze. Curriculum and
academic planning is in the hands of the faculty group associated with the
Institute. Decision on promotion and salary is shared by the Instituteand the
home departments of faculty members. Tenure decisions reside in the same
place, but with the concurrence of executive committees of faculty divisions
(biological, physical, social, and humanities). In addition there is a newly
created interdiuisional conference committee which reviews and acts on ap-
pointments and courses.

Challenged to sort out the headaches we have in this operation, I would
mention several. Instructional dollars are very hard to come by. This is a time
of tightening in our state budget for instructional programs. We need budgets
behind the courses we hope to adti. We have interest and commitment to
teach, and we have rising expectations among students. These expectations
are in the area of environmental studies, but the students are wondering if we
really can tackle a merging of our highly refined knowledge toward the
commonalities of science. There is, we feel, the possibility of a renaissance of
science and education.

Research dollars, we feel, are available, if we are successful in definingand
explicating the interdisciplinary problems. This is not easy.

Though the atmosphere for it is good, internal communication is a con-
tinuously demanding thing. We spend many, many hours trying to. understand
our varying technical expertise and also to define our goals and operations as
unique and beneficial, not merely competitive to existing programs. At least
part of what Is needed is an honest, not superficial, understanding of where
the disciplinary barriers we have erected are interfering with our progress in
resolving environmental problems.

We are also very much concerned with building rigor into our programs. It
is relatively easy to converse about environmental problems, even relatively
easy to define the problems. It is much more difficult to quantify environ-
mental interrelationships. We feel we must we& on this issue in our research
and in our teaching. Thus, students who take this academic track have more,
rather than fewer, intellectual hurdles. We hope that these hurdles are not
primarily bureaucratic.
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Our general themes are relatively simple in design. We are interested in
understanding pollution of the environment and means of abatement. We are
interested in population growth, population distribution, and population
times resource consumption. We are interested in ecology and ecosystems and
man's changing relations with the natural environment. In the relatively near
future, we hope to open some doors of teaching and investigation in such
areas as population and environmental quality, environmental perception, and
environmental health.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES AT DARTMOUTH COLLEGE

Frank Smallwood, Professor of Government and Public Affairs

Dartmouth's Environmental Studies Program evolved out of a long-
standing commitment to environmental affairs which dates back at least to
1910, when the Dartmouth Outing Club, the first organization of its kind at
any American college, was organized to promote student and faculty interest
in a wide range of outdoor activities.

It was not until 1970, however, that Dartmouth developed a major new
academic program in the field of environmental studies. This program
resulted from a sustained planning effort which took place from 1965 to
197C. The most crucial modifications in the Dartmouth environmental
studies curriculum actually occurred during this initial planning period before
the new program was formally launched in the fall of 1970.

During the early 1960s, a number of Science departments in the Arts and
Sciences Faculty at Dartmouth' established graduate programs leading to the
Ph.D. degree. The original impetus for a new environmental program came
from a group of faculty members within the Department of Biological
Sciences. In 1965, this group proposed that a research and graduate (Ph.D.)
program should be created at Dartmouth in the field of Ecology and Environ-
mental Biology. After considerable study, this proposal was modified in favor
of a more broadly based Ph.D. program in Biological Sciences.

As a result, a second group of faculty organized a new interdisciplinary
planning committee which included representatives from the Social Science
departments, as well as a number of different Science departments. After
evaluating Dartmouth's capabilities and historic purpose, this second planning
committee concluded that Dartmouth could make the most effective use of
its resources by beginning a new environmental program at the under-
graduate, rather than the graduate-research, level. There was a difference of
opinion within the committee, however, whether it would be most desirable
to organize a rather tightly specialized Environmental Sciences major along
conventional departmental lines, or a more flexible interdisciplinary Environ-
mental Studies program which drew upon the resources of a wide Dumber of
existing departments.

I The Arts and Sciences facultY at Dartmouth is organized into three divisions: The
Sciences (with 5 major departments. the Social Sciences with 7 major departments, and
the Humanities with 11 major departments). In addition, there are three Associated
(Professional) Schools at Dartmouth in Business Administration, Engineering, and
Medicine.
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In an effort to gain outside advice on this issue, the College organized a
special conference on "Undergraduate Education in Environmental Studies"
which was held in Hanover in November 1969. The participants at this con-
ference strongly urged Dartmouth to consider an interdisciplinary program.
In the words of the conference report:

It is eminently clear that Dartmouth College. with its small size. emphasis on under-
graduate education, and commitment to a liberal arts education. should not attempt
to produce professional "environmental scientists." Rather, the College should do
what it can do best: it should open the minds of potential leaders in a wide variety of
professions to the complexities and dangers of environmental problems. Dartmouth
can make a far greater contribution toward modifying the social-economic basis for
our survival by producing many informed and committed doctors, artists, business.
men, engideers, and Journalists, than it will by producing a handful of specialists. 2

As a result, the College organized a new undergraduate, liberal arts en-
vironmental studies program which was designed to build upon its existing
strengths and resources. This new program was not designed as a specialized
departmental major, but rather as a series of interdisciplinary courses which
were planned so they could be coupled with any of the conventional depart-
ment majors offered at Dartmouth. The program's core curriculum consists of
the following three courses:

Environmental Studies 1: Man's Dependence and Effect on His Natural
Environment (i.e., the interaction between population dynamics, tech-
nology, and basic resources taught by faculty from Geography,
Engineering Sciences, and Chemistry);

Environmental Studies 2: Earth as an Ecosystem (i.e., geological, physical,
chemical, and biological cycles in relationship to our planet as a finite
environment taught by faculty from Biological Sciences, Chemistry,
and Earth Sciences);

Environmental Studies 3: Social and Political Aspects of the Environment
(i.e., Man's attitudes and perception of his environment and an evalua-
tion of economic, political, and legal approaches to environmental
policy issues taught by faculty from Art, Anthropology, Economics,
and Political Science).

All three of the above core courses were offered for the first time during
the 1970.71 academic year and student enrollments were very high (at least
by Dartmouth standards).3 A total of 169 students enrolled in E.S. 1, 245
students in E.S. 2, and 110 student in E.S. 3.

During the current 1971.72 academic year, a fourth major course is being
added to the Environmental Studies core curriculum. This course, "Environ-
mental Policy Formulation," is designed so that students can work together
in 8-10 man teams in order to formulate and justify policy measures which
they determine to be appropriate to deal with a specific environmental policy
problem they have detected and analyzed. The plan is to organize students

24% Conference Report. Undergraduate Education to Environmental Studies, Public
Affairs Center, Dartmouth College, (Hanover, N.H.. Apr111970). p. 88.

s Dartmouth has a total enrollment of 8.200 undergraduates and the median class size
runs between 15 and 18 students.
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from different major departments into these project teams in order to facili-
tate an interdisciplinary evaluation of the problem under investigation.

Any student who completes the above four core courses will qualify for
graduation from Dartmouth with credit in the field of Environmental Studies,
plus credit in a major field of departmental concentration. Hence, a student
may graduate with double credit in such fields as Art-Environmental Studies,
Biology-Environmental Studies, Economics- Environmental Studies, and so
on.

In addition to the above four core courses, a number of new optimal
advanced seminars are being offered by interested faculty this year on such
topics as "Environmental Perception," "Environmental Law," "Land
Resources Policy," and "Control of Man-Made Diseases." Any students are
eligible to take these seminars after completing Environmental Studies 1, 2,
or 3.

Although it is too early to evaluate the success of the new Dartmouth
program, the initial response has been encouraging. Student enthusiasm has
been high and faculty members have worked well together in planning the
four core courses that constitute the central focus of the program. Because
primary commitment has been spent planning the new curriculum, it has not
been possible to devote major attention to the organization of joint research
or community service projects, although plans are underway to develop such
projects in the future. Actually, the major potential future difficulty facing
the Environmental Studies Program at Dartmouth appears to relate to the
problems of administrative structure, rather than to the academic orientation
of the program.

Since the Dartmouth program was designed to use faculty from existing
academic departments, a very calculated decision was made not to establish
an autonomous new Environmental Studies Department, Center, or Institute
which would be divorced from these existing departments. To date, the En-
vironmental Studies Program has made two different types of faculty
appointments.

1. Part-Time Faculty Appointments: The major share of the faculty ap-
pointed to the Program to date has fallen into this category along one of the
following three lines: (a) visiting appointments, involving the services of a
nearby "outside" professional expert in such fields as environmental law; (b)
joint appointments, involving part-time service in the program and part-time
service in one of the traditional academic departments; and (c) cooperative
appointments, involving voluntary commitments by faculty members from
existing departments who give occasional lectures, lead discussion groups,
etc., in the program.

2. Full -Time Faculty Appointments: A very limited number of new
faculty members have been appointed to the program on a full-time basis
without any formal affiliation with a traditional academic department.

With the exception of the part-time visitors, there are potential problems
with each of the above types of appointments. The major problem with joint
appointments is that the various departments tend to formulate their own
priorities and needs with respect to faculty recruiting and these departmental
priorities may not always be the same as those developed by the staff of the
Environmental Studies Program. In a similar fashion, the cooperative appoint.
ments depend upon the "good-will" of the existing departments and while
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cooperation has been high to date, there is no guarantee this will continue if
departmental and program needs come into conflict in the future.

The issue of full-time faculty appointments represents an even more per-
plexing long-term problem. Traditionally, tenure appointments to the Dart-
mouth faculty have been made only to individuals who are affiliated with one
of the standing academic departments and it is not clear at this point how
long-term (tenure) appointments can be given to nondepartmental faculty
under existing college policy. This issue may well be complicated by future
competition over financial resources. Thus far, Dartmouth has enjoyed con-
siderablo success in attracting outside financial support in order to initiate its
new environmental program. In future years, however, it will be necessary to
budget regular college funds to continue the program and competition for
program funds may well strain relationships between the program and the
departments.

The above issues highlight one of the major dilemmas facing any college or
university which attempts to develop a new commitment to environmental
studies. If this activity is to make the most effective use of existing resources,
it should not be too divorced from these resources. On the other hand, if this
activity does not possess a meaningful degree of independence, it can become
too dependent upon (and possibly overly subservient to) the existing aca-
demic departments.

At the present time, the Dartmouth program is attempting to steer a
middle ground within this rather perplexing maze. The next few years will be
crucial to the development of the new program, and while initial signs are
encouraging, it is impossible at this point to evaluate the long-range success of
the Environmental Studies Program at Dartmouth College.
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WILLIAMS COLLEGE
CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Edwin H. Clark II, Assistant Director

The Williams College Center for Environmental Studies was founded in the
fall of 1967, primarily at the initiative of the President and a small group of
concerned faculty, to provide a focus for undergraduate teaching and faculty
research in environmental topics and to relate the resources of the College to
the needs of the surrounding region. In order to promote this last objective
and to provide a focus for the Center which would not duplicate the work of
other similar institutions, it was decided that this Center would concentrate
its research on the "metropolitan hinterland," defined as those regions ex-
tending 50 to 150 miles beyond the urban concentrations which are now
experiencing profound changes in the degrees and types of demands being
placed on their environment and natural resources. During its first 3 years,
the Center concentrated most of its effort on hinterland research and in
assisting the surrounding region to deal with its environmental problems. An
undergraduate environmental studies program was not instituted until the fall
of 1970.

Basically, there are two ways of setting up such a program. The first is to
have the courses taught primarily by members of one department or center
who attempt to cover all the multidisciplinary aspects themselves. The other
is to bring together a program in which the courses are actually taught within
the different departments. Neither is satisfactory, but for various philo-
sophical and pragmatic reasons, Williams adopted the latter approach. As the
program was set up, its goal was to provide students with a basic understand-
ing of the environmental problems facing modern societies as they are per-
ceived by different disciplines in the natural and physical sciences, the social
sciences, and the humanities. Hopefully, in this process the student could
begin to synthesize some of these diverse perspectives, and would also gain an
environmental perspective on his or her major field of concentration.

The program was not established as a major. Rather the student must
coordinate this program with the requirements of whatever traditional depart-
ment he or she has chosen to major in. The program requires every student to
take an introductory course in each of the subjects of ecology, economics,
and planning and design. Students planning to major in the social sciences or
humanities are required to take an additional course in the physical sciences,
while students planning to major in the physical sciences are required to take
an additional course in the social sciences or humanities. During the junior
year, the student is required to take a core sequence courte in Environmental
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Studies, entitled "Perspectives on Environmental Analysis," which focuses on
the interrelationships between traditional disciplines necessary to an under-
standing of the complex, interdisciplinary nature of contemporary environ-
mental issues and problems. He or she must also take one advanced course
dealing with environmental topics in his or her major field, and during the
senior year take a second core sequence course on "Environmental Plan-
ning and Policy." The senior course, being offered for the first time this year,
will seek to involve the. students in three- to five-person interdisciplinary
groups undertaking planning or analysis projects for such organizations as
planning boards and watershed associations. By thus transferring the educa-
tional experience from the classroom into the community, it should become
both more meaningful to the student and more beneficial to the community.

Several cou tses offered within different departments are complementary
to, though not a part of, the environmental studies program. These include
two courses in the economics department, courses in the departments of
geology, history of science, history, and art and two advanced ecology
Courses. The trend of increasing numbers of environmental courses is ex-
pected to continue until most of the departments in the college offer at least
one course which is directly complementary to the program in environmental
studies.

It is not clear how the Center can measure success in attaining its various
goals. Any attempt to change or innovate is bound to meet with frustrations.
In fact, their absence would probably be the surest indication of such a
program's failure. We can claim to have experienced at least our sharesome
of which accompanied accomplishments, others probably rather inauspicious.
In many cases it is just too early to tell.

Since the undergraduate environmental studies program has only been in
effect a year, it is particularly difficult to make any general conclusions about
it. Actual nr potential problems have appeared, some of which may work
themselves out, some of which may require a reworking of the program. We
are probably now even more aware of the difficulties of achieving integration
and a synthesis than we were when we begancourses in different depart-
ments don't necessarily merge easily into one another. Perhaps the most
interesting and challenging of the courses offered in the first year was the
junior core sequence course. In order to ensure that the diverse perspectives
of the different disciplines were at least juxtaposed (if not synthesized), the
course was taught jointly by four instructors --one each from biology,
political silence, art, and economics. It was organized around a series of case
studies varying from the urban environment to the ecology of Fire Island.
This was an undertaking in which both the students and the faculty experi-
enced difficulties and frustrations. However, the experience accurately re-
flected the very great problems Inherent in any attempt to deal with environ-
mental topics in a consistent interdisciplinary manner, and may thus have
provided a most effective education.

The other activities of the Center have also experienced frustrations. The
attempt to generate substantial, original, interdisciplinary research his yet to
succeed and is encountering all of the difficulties one would expect, in
addition to some particular to a small collece where faculty members have an
unusually constrained schedule.
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Somewhat more effort has been expended on trying to relate the resources
of the College to the surrounding region. A rather formal relationship was
originally attempted through the formation of the Berkshire Panel for the
Public Environment. This Panel, numbering 75 individuals representing the
political, social, economic, and educational elite of the county, would hold
periodic, formal, half or full day meetings to consider specific environmental
isms. The Panel sought to contend with the fragmented approach (resulting
from the complex of different decision-making units on the state and local
level) to pervasive environmental problems. Although the Center sponsored
and supported (with the help of the Title I grant) this Panel, it was not
closely connected with the College. Williams faculty and students had almost
no input into the Panel and very little knowledge of what it was doing. The
Panel, which was started in 1967, has not met since the spring of 1970,
although it has sponsored other county-wide activities. There are several
reasons for this inactivity. There was strong disagreement about what the
Panel should be doing. It was originally proposed only as an informational
forum but quickly got involved in the action, or discussion controversy. By
the end of 1970, the need for a strictly informational forum seemed to be
reduced. People in general had become more aware of the environmental
issues, and at least two agencieswith which the Panel could have been in
conflicthod been set up locally to deal with these issues as they affected
Berkshire County. Finally, there was a combination of inability and un-
willingness among the College faculty to support the Panel since it had so
little interaction with the normal educational functions of the College.

This experience has forced us to reconsider how our "outreach" goals can
be achieved. One conclusion is that the easiest way to relate the College to
the region is through the students. Students at any college spend a great deal
of time on research. The increasing desire to have this research "relevant" has
led Williams to make use of the local region as a lab, particularly in the social
science courses. The Center is actively promoting this trend and is attempting
to insure that the work that the students do is also of value to the region.
Many of the environmental studies courses, including the senior core
sequence course described above, involve the students in applied research
projects in local communities. We have also hired a staff member at the
Center whose major functions are to promote and advise on these types of
student research activities and to serve as a liaison between the Center and the
region. We hope that this individual will be able to bridge the substantial gap
between communities' needs and the traditional academic resources.

Some of the Center's problems have been complicated by the uncertain
relationship between the Center and Williams College. The Center was started
almost by fiat and was staffed with people brought in from outside. Only the
Director had a faculty appointment and his ties with the rest of the College
were very weak. This resulted in the Center's acting quite autonomously, a
fact which concerned the faculty and the College administration. This con-
flict often interferred substantially with the Center's activities and programs.
The present trend is to integrate the Center much more closely with the
institution. New staff members are usually given joint appointments with
other departments, and a faculty advisory committee to the Center has been
established. It is hoped that this integration will help to further the goals of
the Center by getting more of the faculty and the student body involved in its
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activities. It will also give the Center more power in determining appoint-
ments and promotions. As a further step in this direction, the Center has
established a designation "member of the Center," which is open to any
faculty member who is sufficiently interested in the Center and its activities
to become involved. The members meet weekly over lunch to discuss the
Center policies, programs, and plans. This general process of integration
parallels a college-wide concern to assure interdisciplinary programs more
power in determining faculty appointments, promotions, and college policies,
and to integrate these programs more closely into the general college life.

In looking back over the Center's relatively brief history, one sees many
difficulties and missteps. There are the problems of integratingcourses in the
undergraduate studies program; there are the problems of getting people in
different disciplines to work meaningfully together in undertaking environ-
mental research; and there are the problems of bridging the gap between the
needs of the region and the abilities and interests of an academic institution.
These difficulties were not unexpected when the Center was established nor
do they represent necessarily failures of the Center. In its own operations and
policies, as with the environmental problems in general, progress will only be
made by a continuous process of searching, testing, changing directions, and
trying new ideas. We are very fortunate in having had sufficient financing
throughout our existence to support this process.

In looking to the future, we expect to see this process continue and
anticipate that new problems will continue to appear. In the educational
program we will continue to search for synthesis and closer integration.
Ultimatelyperhaps in the next couple of yearswe hope to establish a major
in environmental studies. We are also considering summer educational insti-
tutes for mid-career Fellows in. government, and perhaps even a graduate
program in environmental studies. In order to support and promote environ-
mental research, we are establishing major research facilities including a com-
prehensive Environmental Analysis Laboratory, a 1,400-acre Experimental
Poust; and sn Environmental Library which will contain original source data
and research studies. In both the research and "outreach" activities, we will
emphasize participation by undergraduates since this seems to be the easiest
way of subverting the problem of involving faculty.

In a time of severe financial constraints, the future of any Center like this,
particularly at a small, liberal arts college, can never be assured. However,
being obsessed with this uncertainty would probably guarantee the Center's
demise with nothing to show for the process. We must be willing to take risks,
deal with and perhaps even stimulate new problems, and experiment with
new programs and policies. "You teach environment by keeping the topic
shifting. It is like a highway with exchangesthere is no set pattern, you get
on at one point and off at another. You keep loose."'

Andrew Seheffey u quoted in William Carney, Mon, Land: Williams College Center for
Environmental Studies, the First Two Years. Center for Environmental Studies, Williams-
town, Mass., 1969.
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COLLEGE OF THE ATLANTIC

Samuel A. Eliot, Assistant to the President

The origins of College of the Atlantic represent the efforts of a number of
people from different walks of life to bring increased intellectual diversity,
environmental awareness, and economic stability to Mount Desert Island. The
idea of the college was conceived by the original trustees, a small group of
concerned Mount Desert residents, who incorporated COA in July 1969. The
trustees leased a 26-acre estate on Frenchmarrs Bay as a site ice: the college,
and in January 1970 appointed a president, Edward Kaelber, formerly Associ-
ate Dean of the Harvard Graduate School of Education. After extensive con-
sideration, the President and Board of Trustees projected an opening date for
June of 1972.

In early 1971, a descriptive brochure was prepared. One section of it read
as follows:

That the decline in the quality of human life cannot be reversed by the mere accumu-
lation of more technical knowledge is a concern of Rene Dubos. a College of the
Atlantic trustee. In So Human an Animal, he wrote: "Contrary to what Is generally
claimed, increased knowledge of natural forces and the growth of technology have
not Improved man's control over the environment. While the rate of environmental
change has Immensely accelerated, the social and biological responses have not kept
pace with the new situation thus created. As a result, technieked societies may be
close to the threshold beyond which It will be Impossible to evaluate, lot alone
control, the effects on human life by the new environments created by technological
Innovations."

College of the Atlantic takes the position that to avoid losing touch with
ourselves, we must study man as a product of a cultural as well as a biological
past. The humanities and social sciences must serve to temper and guide
scientific discovery if we are to enhance our human existence. As environ-
ments become ever more man-created, the task of relating man to himself will
become more difficult and vital.

Interdisciplinary Approach
We consider bodies of knowledge interdependent. Extreme specialization

is incompatible with an ecological point of view. The technologist who tries
to operate detached from his culture is like a writer with a huge vocabulary
but no sense of the use of nuance. Both are likely to be misunderstood and to
create destruction.

We will attempt an interdisciplinary approach; but we will recognize the
danger of dilettantism. Thus we will expect some students will want to
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achieve depth in at lesst one area. This competency, however, must be relatedeffectively to other disciplines. Otherwise, it risks becoming pedantic andirrelevant to real problems facing the world.
College of the Atlantic aims to embody these trials into a curriculum and aprogram which will allow students to prepare themselves to do somethingabout the world in a rigorous, understanding and compassionate manner. Itwill be difficult; there are no easy answers; we could fail. But if we are todevelop a college that will make a difference, the risk must be taken.A pilot program, participated in by the 3-man staff, 3 faculty, and 13students, was conducted at the college in July and August of 1971. The mainfocus of this program was the development of an interdisciplinary problem-oriented curriculum centered, for the summer, around a specific environ-mental question. To speak of modifications in the program would be toignore the fact that, prior to the summer, there was no program; students,faculty, and staff created, modified, and remodified the program as they wentalong. The limited amount of time and experience precluded many final ordefinitive conclusions. It did seem apparent, however, that the problem-oriented approach was a valid one, capable of stimulating people to askdifficult questions and look for the answers together.

College of the Atlantic's relationship to other colleges is as yet undefined.Staff members, visiting such schools as Hampshire, Evergreen State, and theUniversity of Wisconsin at Green Bay, hope to learn about the evolution ofinnovative programs at other institutions, and perhaps to take lessons fromthe successes or failures of those programs. As a small undergraduate college,COA will have few (if any) facilities for advanced research or graduate study.The roles of continuing education and community service at the college re-main to be fully examined.
College of the Atlantic has three full-time staff members: PresidentEdward G. Kaelber; Dean of Admission Melville P. Cote; Assl3tant to thePresident Samuel A. Eliot. Administrative governance is not a factor in thedevelopment of the program. Staff recruitment, salary, and tenure are allmatters on the "to be considered" list.
Funding is a major problem. Lack ofmoney has not caused any changes inthe goals of the college; it has, however, given rise to speculation as towhether or not the college can continue to exist. A major priority for thefuture, not surprisingly, is the acquisition of a secure financial base. Oncesome measure of financial stability is achieved, the college can devote itself tothe development ofa curriculum in Human Ecology.
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POLITICAL ECOLOGY: A COORDINATED STUDIES PROGRAM
AT THE EVERGREEN STATE COLLEGE

Donald G. Humphrey, Dean, Division of Natural Sciences
and

Edward J. Kormondy, Member Of the Faculty

The Evergreen State College greeted its first students in the fall of 1971.
At that time it began the continuous process of becomingbecoming the first
public 4-year college to be established in the State of Washington during this
century, becoming a college that was conceived under a mandate to innovate
and to offer alternative ways of learning to students, becoming a response to
the issues of our contemporary world, becoming an educational enterprise
designed to help people deal self-confidently with change.

The campus, located in a thousand -arse forest on the shores of the Eld
Inlet of Puget Sound, just northwest of Washington's capital city, Olympia,
provides an excellent location for environment-oriented science programs.
Several ecological reserves exist within the thousand-acre campus and the
college owns 3,600 feet of precious Paget Sound shoreline. Set down in the
evergreen forest is a compact nuclear campus in which students can live
humanely, learn effectively and grow in personally satisfying, as well as
socially contributive, directions.

Planning for Evergreen began in 1967 when Washington's legislature and
others requested the college's founders to avoid creating a carbon copy of
existing institutions. Early planning was initiated by the trustees with the
help of A. D. Little Associates as consultants, and continued by a small group
which included the president, Charles McCann; the provost, David Barry';
and newly appointed deans and directors of the college. The academic pro-
gram that emerged from the planning efforts of these and other individuals
satisfies at least the charge that the institution not be a carbon copy of
existing ones. Evergreen State will have no divisions, no schools, no depart-
ments, no courses, no distribution, no major requirements, and no grades. No
bells will ring, there will be no semester exams, and the college will not have
an intercollegiate football team. In fact, even the usual campus boundaries
will not exist as programs of study will extend out into the "real" world.

Credit at Evergreen will be earned by work well done in two kinds of
total-immersion, full-time activities: Coordinated Studies and Contracted
Studies.

'Barry served as Associate Director of CUED.% 1966-67.
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Coordinated Studies programs are small, cooperative learning com-
munities, usually involving some 100 students and five faculty members. The
relative compactness of the programs makes possible close relationships
among student members and faculty members, opportunities for genuine col-
laboration in learning, and a sense of direct responsibility for one's work.
Initial programs to be offered have been designed for thorough exploration of
some of man's most urgent problems, his most important challenges, and his
most highly prized values. The faculty members have been drawn from
different backgrounds and will bring their special experience to bear in a
common effort to cut across the usual boundaries between academic
disciplines. Students will join them to define problems, to develop skills, to
search for answers, and to struggle toward satisfying the common desire for
knowledge and the imperative need for wisdom.

As a pattern complementing the Coordinated Studies program, Contracted
Studies allows students to work more and more individually and to further
their knowledge in a specific area of interest. At an early stage in the planning
of the college, President McCann said, "The most valuable service Evergreen
can offer is to initiate a process of continuing learning by preparing young
people with the methods of learning and experimentation, by encouraging
independence in pursuit of inquiries that interest and motivate them and by
providing students with counsel and resources to test this knowledge and
ability."

Through the Contracted Studies program, the college wishes to create an
environment of grass-roots responsibility in which experienced learners and
students who want to learn can come together to work on developing the
ideas, the information, and the techniques they most need to know.

Coordinated Studies programs and Contracted Studies are designed to pro-
vide the college maximum flexibility in responding to the learning interests of
a diverse student body. In effect, this flexibility allows for an operational
method of teaching. science. Instead of locking learning opportunities up in
rigid curricula, and in courses, and instead of dishing up separate menus to
science majors and nonscience majors, students can focus on problems and
ideas and develop the relevadtAldil and concept base as it is needed.

Political Ecology Program

Political Ecology is one of ten coordinated studies programs offered at
Evergreen in 1971-72. It is conducted by a faculty team consisting of an
aquatic ecologist, physiological ecologist, population biologist, physical
chemist, and a lawyer, complemented by guest resource lectures from other
faculty members competent in anthropology, economics, and political
science.

This program deals with the nature, manipulation, and regulation of man's
environment. It looks at man's environment from the perspective of science
(first quarter), then of anthropology and socioeconomics (second quarter),
and finally of political science and law (third quarter). In addition to helping
students develop various communication and investigative skills, the program .

aims to develop: (1) a competency to examine, judge, and, in some instances,
measure the accumulating mass of evidence pertaining to our environment;
(2) an understanding of man's views and impact on the system around him;
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and (3) an understanding of man's ability to alter his ecosystem through
physical and/or legal means.

Theie.goals are to be met in the following major ways:
Lectures and film& Once each week, the entire group participates in a

resource lecture and/or film dealing with the informational theme of the
week (e.g., population dynamics, no-growth economics). The lecture is sup-
ported by self-evaluation written work, by the resource lecturer of the week
meeting with small groups subsequent to the lecture, and by correlated read-
ing (during the quarter) in the following: Eluenfeld's Biological Conservation;
Kormondy's Concepts of Ecology; and Scientific American's The Biosphere.

Team activities. In addition to discussion of the main lecture topic of the
week, each team of 20 students will read and discuss such books (during the
first quarter) as Carson's Silent Spring and Graham's Since Silent Spring;
Leopold's Sand County Almanac and Bates' Forest and the Sea; Ehrlich's
Population Bomb and the Paddocks' Famine 1975: America's Decision, Who
Will Survive? Team sessions will also provide opportunity for project reports,
holding debates and 5ymposia, and attending legislative hearings.

Individual activities. In addition to various reports and papers, each of
which will be discussed tutorially with the faculty, each student will complete
three projects, one each quarter. One of these will deal with the natural
environment, one with the socio-economic or politico-legal milieu; the
orientation of the third project will be optional. At least one of the projects-
must be conducted individually and one, in a team of two or more persons.
Approximately half of the third quarter will be devoted exclusively to the
project. At this writing, about 50 students are engaged in a cooperative proj-
ect with the U.S. Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife on the Hood Canal.
The study is directed toward assessment of physical, chemical, biological,
socio-economic, and politico-legal aspects of the Canal and is aimed toward
providing a data base for ecologically sensible, multi-resource development of
the Canal. Other students are engaged in comparable, but smaller scale, proj-
ects on the Nisqually River and Delta, urban and rural sewage systems,
lumbering, and freshwater ecosystems.

Field trips. - A one-week field trip in the fall (near Goldendale, Washing-
ton) provided an opportunity to establish a sense of community and to
introduce different biomes (near tundra, coniferous forest, and cold desert),
different ecosystems (forest, stream, field, pond) and different techniques
(mapping, quadrat analysis, water chemistry). Additional field trips in the
vicinity of the campus are also scheduled.

Evaluation. A careful evaluation of each student's performance is pre-
pared by the student's team leader. Samples of work that meet writing re-
quirements, project reports, and similar materials will form part of the
student's portfolio. Self-evaluation is viewed as the primary objective in the
evaluation procedure.

For Whom. The program is designed for lower division students with
interests in both scientific and social scientific aspects of man's environment.
Those who complete the program will be prepared to take up further studies
at Evergreen dealing with the environment and public affairs.
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HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE: THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY PROGRAM

Raymond P. Coppinger, Associate Professor of Biology
and Director, Environmental Quality Program

and
Loma L. Coppinger

The Environmental Quality Program at Hampshire College was conceived
almost simultaneously with the arrival on campus of the first ever of Hamp-
shire's students, in the fall of 1970. Being a brand new liberal arts college
dedicated to experimental and innovative education, Hampshire had attracted
for Its first class of 250 studenbi a group which was in general less interested
in science and more oriented toward humanities, arts, and social sciences.
Also, within the School of Natual Science and Mathematics, courses in en-
vironment and ecology were overenrolled, to the detriment of offerings in the
more traditional chemistry, biology, and physics.

The Environmental Quality Program was conceived and designed in order
to increase the attractiveness of science courses, to balance enrollments
within the School of Natural Science and Mathematics, and to contribute to
the College's goal of fresh approaches to undergraduate education. Although
originally the idea of one biology professor, the Program indudes any
professor from any of the three Schools who desires to relate his subject more
directly to environmental studies. In 1970, by the time the 3-week fall
colloquium was over, the Environmental Quality Program was official, and
featured a variety of courses, actually seminars, listed under the title of
Environmental Quality (NS 110).

During the first 2 weeks of dames, students who had signed up for NS 110
were expected to attend one or two discussions with each of the professors
involved, and then to select a course. That selection, however, was not neces-
sarily binding, and a student could spend weeks with one professor and
several weeks with another if he found his interests shifting. Hampshire
College has no formal course examinations, but rather broad School examina-
tions, taken at the completion of studies within a Division (Divisions I, II, and
III are Basic Studies, School Studies, and Advanced Studies). In addition to
the separate seminars within the Environmental Quality Program, a core
lecture was given once a week, in the evening, open to the public and the rest
of the College, and intended to keep a perspective on environment in front of
the enrolled students.

During Its first semester, the EQP consisted of seven seminars, five from
the School of Natural Science and Mathematics and one each from the
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Schools of Humanities and Arts and Social Science. A chemist and a
biochemist taught Chemistry and the Analysis of Pollutants, presenting the
principles of chemistry while analyzing various pollutants. No Deposit, No
Rehm: was a study of the political, social, and operational aspects of the
Amherst sewage system, with a view to finding improved methods of waste
disposal; it was taught by a microbiologist. Campus Design involved a bio-
chemist, an ecologist, and a graduate student in Landscape Architecture from
the nearby University of Massachusetts. They focused on the architectural
proposals for the Hampshire campus, tested plausibility and ecological sound-
ness. Explosion and Control dealt with environmental physics, the exploita-
tion of nuclear energy, on into the growth and control of human populations,
as interpreted by a physicist. Enzymes and Ecosystems looked at ecological
behavior with a biochemist, in terms of the properties of enzymes and the
structures of cells. Man-Made Environment, taught by a professor of design,
studied form land design in man-made environments and their effect on man.
Environmental Law investigated governmental decision-making as it affects
the environment, led by an ecologist and a professor of law.

As these courses were progressing along through the early weeks of
Hampshire's academic existence, there was occurring in another course a great
adventure which was to have exciting repercussions within the EQP. The
course was ecology, being taught outside the EQP in order to avoid com-
pounding the widespread confounding of ecology and environment. At the
end of October, a Humanities and Arts student decided to merge his reading
of Thoreau's A Week on the Concord and Merrimack with an ecology project.
What happened is best described by Jeff Maguire himself:

I had hated science for as long as I could remember. in fact, I had never much cared
for school. I came to Hampshire to get sway from the old academic grind: I wanted
to have fun, and I had a faint suspicion that learning might be tun if you approached
it right. But science was still beyond hope. I intended to steer as clear of biology.
chemistry and physics as Hampshire's flexible curriculum would allow.
And yet, as the year udolded. I was sucked helplessly and happily into the world of
natural science.
It started when I took an ecology course. The teacher was rumored to be a good guy.
and this seemed a relatively painless way of getting some science out of the way. My
independent project for the course began as a comparison of the wildlife and plants
of the Concord River today with Thoreau's Concord of more than a century ago.
We paddled down the river in canoes from Concord to Lowell. Our trip began almost
as pleasantly as Thoreau's: we observed plant and animal life, took photographs and
water samples, and made detailed notes on the ecology of the river. As we neared
Lowell, however, the clear water turned a murky green, and the pickerel weed.
cattails. and willows at the water's edge were replaced by rusty shopping carts, rubber
tires and beer cans. Toward the end of our 22-InUe voyage, we saw open sewers
disgorging into the river.
A project which had started as a comparative nature 'study had, by that time, changed
to an investigation of man's misuse of his envircament. Soon the whole Environ-
mental Quality Program was working on the Concord: testing for pollutants. investi-
gating laws and legal recourse pertaining to contamination, studying the design of
riverfront property.
By this time I was getting excited about scienceat least this kind of scienceand
soon three other students and I were planning the EQP for the following fall.

Dozens of stadents were involved in the Concord River study. They
recorded their visual impressions on film and interviewed riverside residents
on tape. In the winter of 1970, they assembled an imaginative slide show,
complete with music and taped interviews, and presented their findings and
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educational experiences to the College and the public. Several other schools,
organizations, and a TV station requested the Concord River slide show; date
and federal legislators, conservation agencies, and interested citizens also re-
quested information and data from the Environmental Quality group.

The excitement thus generated carded over, and the Program was ex-
panded for the following fall, designed and initiated by students. Jeff Maguire
continues:

Our plan consisted of seminars covering different aspects of an urban environment.
We focused on Holyoke. Mam a city of 50.000 which had been nourished.
and later abandoned. by the industrial revolution.
Before we could get very far with our EQP planning. however. there was a =slot
problem to solve. Many of Hampshire's faculty who would be teaching in the fail
Program were unfamiliar with Holyoke and its economics, politics. sociology, tamale-
Moo. Unbent. public health. sewage system. and general ambiance. To save faculty
time and to provide myself with useful summer employment. I drew up a proposal
requesting a pant for me and another student. Sox Sperry. to gather the needed
information.
We went the month of June traveling back and forth to that city. which Is about 15
miles south of Hampshire College. meeting with everyone from the Holyoke Hospital
chemist to teachers at Holyoke Community College to the Foreman of Sewers and
Drains. We interviewed dozens of people and made copies of the city's water test
results, census figures. and Innumerable other data. To get aces to those documents.
we had to don establishment attireties. Jackets. etc. -end we actually made a good
impression on moral of the conservative city fathers.
One reaction that we overheard: "They're long-hairs. all right. but they wear ties and
seem like nice guys." We liked them, tooebecause they didn't try to fool themselves
about their city. They know Holyoke le facing the same economic and environmental
problems as many of our American cities. but they are also fanatically hopeful about
what can be done.

The Model Cities Props= in Holyoke (a federal agency committed to Improving the
city) has already given us partial funding for the Program. It is an exciting notion that
EQP may be of social as well as educational eignificance.

Courses within the Program at Hampshire this fan of 1971 include: A
Chemistry Laboratory for the City of Holyoke; Clinical and Public Health
Problems of an Urban Community; Theatre, Art, and Music as Environment ;.
Urban Ecology (designed by student Sperry); Waste Disposal in Holyoke; Air
Pollution and Lasers; The Economics of Pollution; and The Urban Environ-
ment. The first six of these courses are listed under the School of Natural
Science and Mathematics, although the one on theatre, art, and music would
have application for a Humanities and Arts student. The last two courses are
from the School of Social Science.

It is hoped that students from Humanities and Arts will participate to a
greater degree as the program expands. A film professor and several of his
students are Interested in a January Term project in Holyoke, for example,
and the city is making a TV studio available for both Holyoke and Hampshire
students to coordinate public education projects.

It is gratifying to see such a young program achieve such a degree of
student direction, interdisciplinary study, and public service orientation.
There is a feeling of rapport between the students and the professors as they
are essentially working together on an off-campus project. A proposal from
the current faculty director of the program to the Dean of the School of
Natural Science and Mathematics requests that directorship of the program be
assumed by student Maguire, and that a faculty board of three advisers be
appointed, one member from each of Hampshire's three Schools.
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The EQP was funded its first year by Hampshire College, during the
summer and second fall by Hampshire and the Model Cities Program in
Holyoke. Small funds within the College are tapped for speakers and social
meetings with various officials. With continuing support from Holyoke in
terms of space and modest equipment, some excellent, reciprocally beneficial
projects can be carried out without need for large expenditures of money.

For the future, the specific priorities of the EQP include its own survival
and expansion. Although its structure at present is predominantly biological,
environment is an interdisciplinary subject and formal recognition of the
participation of students and faculty from all three Schools is anticipated.
Currently, the Program is through the Office of the Dean of the
College. Hampshire was designed to attract people interested in field work
and independent projects, in students teaching themselves, in dose student-
adviser relationships, and in community service and social consciousness. In
its short but satisfying life, the EQP has been successful in providing an
educational structure for students looking for relevancy and useful activity in
their college studies.

r
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CENTER FOR MAN AND ENVIRONMENT
PRESCOTT COLLEGE

Charles L. Douglas, Chairman

The Environmental Science Program at Prescott College is a joint program
of the Center for Man and Environment and the Center for Systems and
Sciences. The concept for such a program reached the talking stage during the
1969-70 academic year when students in the Human Ecology class and
faculty members of the Center for Man and Environment produced a one-
page outline summarizing the thinking about the program up to that time.
The remainder of the year was devoted to development of new courses,
evaluation and restructuring of existing courses that appeared suitable for the
new program, and numerous meetings between members of both Centers. The
dedication of faculty members to the development of this program was truly
remarkable; participating faculty devoted weekends and other available hours
to innumerable meetings and planning sessions, although all participants also
had full-time teaching studies. All course prospectuses and the completed
program were in written form by May 1971.

All participants agreed that the program should be comprehensive,
rigorous, and should prepare a student to obtain employment in environ-
mentally oriented fields at the termination of his bachelors program, if the
student so chose. The student is given as much latitude to design his own
program as is possible; this concept is consistent with the philosophy of
Prescott College. Unlike any other major program at Prescott College, the
Environmental Science Program has course work that is required of all
students. Because of the nature of the program, the faculty participants
agreed that there is an area of basic knowledge that all students engaged in
Environmental Sciences should understand. After considerable discussion and
compromise, a core curriculum of 16 courses was chosen from the following
disciplines:

Man and Environment Center
a. Anthropology:

1) Man and Culture
21 Culture Change
3) Anthropology in the Contemporary World

b. Biological Sciences:
1) Introduction to Biological Form & Function
2) Introduction to Plant & Animal Diversity
3) Introduction to Ecology
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c. Economics:
Political Economy (Macroemomics)

d. Geology:
Geology: The Earth Materials & External Processes

Systems and Sciences Center
a. Chemistry:

1) The Chemical Environment
2) Environmental Biochemistry

b. Mathematics & Physics:
1) Methods of Statistical Analysis
2) Computers and Programming
3) The Physics of Energy

c. Management Sciences & Systems Analysis:
1) Qualitative Theory of Systems Analysis
2) Civil Law I: The American System of Law
3) Environmental Law and Political Ecotactics

Students having an adequate background in one or more of these areas are
permitted to proceed to more advanced work. Most students take the founda-
tional courses early in their careers, then proceed to specialize in a chosen
field, or to pursue a general Environmental Science Program. Thus, if a
student needed to take all 16 of the foundation courses, he would spend
about 2 years (students take aminimtui of nine courses per year) in founda-
tion work, leaving 2 years for specializing in a field, and for pursuing non-
environmentally oriented courses. Programs of all students are expected to
contain a well-rounded selection of courses in the Humanities. We have no
intention of training narrow specialists; neither do we choose to train
generalists who are too broad, academically, to be functional.

The establishment of fou-Aiation courses necessitated the development of
new courses in several fields. For, example, many aspects of Geology are
pertinent to environmental problems, but the important aspects formerly
were contained in several different courses. The introductory courses in
Chemistry and Biology were reorganized and given a somewhat different
emphasis in order to be suitable for majors in these fields as well as fcc
Environmental Science majors. In Chemistry, the student now progresses
more rapidly into biochemical processes that are critical for understanding
functions of living organisms In Biology, the restructuring enables ecological
concepts' to receive even more emphasis in the introductory course sequence.

Undergraduate students presently are engaged in working with professors
on a variety of research projects that supplement academic training in En-
vironmental Sciences. Biology students and faculty are involved in studying
the possible effects of proposed MO /rays on wildlife in remote areas of
Central Arizona. This project is being .onducted for the Arizona State High-
way Department. A study of the effect of phreatophyte control on bird
populations along the Verde River in Central Arizona is being-conducted in
conjunction with the Museum of Northern Arizona, and is funded by the
Arizona Game & Fish Department, the Museum of Northern Arizona,
Arizona Academy of Science, American Philosophical Society, and the Forest
Service. This year's summer field program in Biology was concerned with
conducting research on the above projects. A study of birds along Sycamore
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Creek is funded by Tonto National Forest and by the Salt River Project. The
Society of Sigma Xi recently funded part of an on-going study of birds at
Blue Point (Johnson and Simpson, 1971, Condor, 73: 379-380). A com-
munity service project, funded by H.U.D. through Prescott Tomorrow
enables our economist and several students to study zoning and planning for
the community. Another small group of students presently is engaged in a
form of on-the-job-training with the Chairman of the Center for Systems and
Sciences, who is consulting for the Bureau of Reclamation. Other students
have been placed in summer positions with the National Park Service and
National Forest Service. We hope to expand the range of opportunities avail-
able to students for summer, or part-time academic year, employment that
will enlarge their frame of reference concerning environmental problems and
their remedies. W? consider field research and job experience to be critical to
the success of our program.

The Environmental Science Program is the most extensive inter-center
program yet undertaken at Prescott College. To date we have not hired new
personnel specifically for this program. Whether we will do so in the future
depends upon the success and needs of the program. Facua; airing is handled
by each Center, as are recommendations for salary raises and promotions.
Prescott College has no tenure program per se, although an extended con-
tractual arrangement was established in 1970.71.

The development of the Environmental Science Program has had profound
consequences for Prescott College. The Ecological Survey was established at
about the same time as the Environmental Science Program, and is used as a
vehicle for soliciting contracts and grants of an ecological nature. Programs in
other centers have reflected the widespread concern for environmental
matters that prevails at Prescott College. For example, the Center for Con-
temporary Civilizations recently offered a seminar on water, one of the
critical concerns of the Southwest. The Center for the Person presently offers
course work concerned with the psychological ramifications underlying our
industrial and projected post-industrial society. One such course is Values for
Survival, which examines the value systems of modern man, and his alienation
from other men and from nature. The Center for Arts and Literature offers
courses in Environmental Photography Workshop, Mass Culture, and others,
that are applicable to concerns of environmental scientists. It is expected that
more such courses will develop in the future.

It should not be supposed that the development of an Environmental
Science Program was accomplished without opposition. Some of our
colleagues felt that environmental concerns of the public were a fad that
would quickly die out. Those of us who were committed to development of
the program had been deeply concerned with, and active in, promoting en-
vironmental awareness for many years, and were distressed to find opposition
to the program. It should be added as quickly as possible that the opponents
of the program have now joined with us and are strong supporters of the
concept A hurdle that we have not yet resolved satisfactorily is the funding
of field operations, including funds to purchase and operate enough vehicles
to accommodate our growing dames.

Our priorities for the future are being set a year at a time. Since this is the
first year the program has been In operation, we will be concerned with
evaluation of our courses and field programs. Development of new job oppor-
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tu;Alties for students Is high on the list of priorities. Since students will be
wAecting a variety of career objectives, training jobs will be required in a wide
range of fields Involving both public and government organizations. We also
hope to cooperate with other colleges and universities having Environmental
Science Programs.

In a day when colleges are pressed to justify the relevance of their courses
to the real world, Environmental Science Programs such as ours can challenge
the intellectual capacity of a student, while providing him with a humani-
tarian vehicle for his creative energies.

a
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